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For further information, visit

Business ApplicAtions 

Business Expert Press

A.i. AnD ReMote WoRKinG
A paradigm shift in employment
Tony Miller
Aug 2021 140pp
9781637421215 Paperback £21.50 / €24.00

This innovative book will guide you through A.I., how it will affect 
employment and existing processes, and what the employer and 
employee can expect in the new and rapidly changing world of work.

A GuiDe to tHe neW lAnGuAGe oF AccountinG 
AnD FinAnce
Roger Hussey & Audra Ong
Oct 2021 125pp
9781637421291 Paperback £21.50 / €24.00

Focuses specifically on the terms used in accounting and finance. 
Important terms and phrases are identified but with a much longer, 
in‑depth explanation than you would normally find in a dictionary.

HoW to tAlK to DAtA scientists
A Guide for executives
Jeremy Elser
Nov 2021 150pp
9781637420973 Paperback £19.95 / €24.00

Rather than teach a diluted version of data science, this book describes 
how to start projects and how to detect and fix problems ‑ the moments 
when leadership is critical. Insights are provided through real world 
examples, including a ‘Playbook’ featuring common projects.

IGI Global

ADoption AnD 
iMpleMentAtion oF Ai in 
custoMeR RelAtionsHip  
MAnAGeMent
Edited by Surabhi Singh
Oct 2021 325pp
9781799879602 Paperback  
£155.00 / €178.00
9781799879596 Hardback  
£202.00 / €232.00

Focuses on the transformations 
that AI‑powered CRM can bring to 
organisations in order to build better 
services that create more productive 
relationships. 

BiG DAtA AnAlYtics FoR 
iMpRoVeD AccuRAcY, 
eFFiciencY, AnD Decision 
MAKinG in 
DiGitAl MARKetinG
Edited by Amandeep Singh
Jul 2021 310pp
9781799872320 Paperback  
£155.00 / €178.00
9781799872313 Hardback  
£202.00 / €232.00

Explores big data in terms of digital 
marketing for meaningful analysis 
of information that can improve 
marketing strategies using the latest 
digital techniques. 

Business ApplicAtions 
in sociAl MeDiA  
AnAlYtics
Edited by Himani Bansal &  
Gulshan Shrivastava
Oct 2021 330pp
9781799881223 Paperback  
£141.00 / €162.00
9781799850465 Hardback  
£183.00 / €211.00

Provides insights detailing every 
aspect of the field of business 
applications analytics, specifically 
social media analytics. 

BioMeDicAl AnD 
Business ApplicAtions 
usinG ARtiFiciAl neuRAl 
netWoRKs AnD 
MAcHine leARninG
Edited by Richard S. Segall & Gao Niu
Jan 2022 330pp
9781799884569 Paperback  
£173.00 / €200.00
9781799884552 Hardback  
£230.00 / €265.00

Covers a range of topics in the field 
with perspectives, models, and 
first‑hand experiences shared by 
researchers, discussing applications 
of artificial neural networks and 
machine learning for biomedical and 
business applications.

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/page/results/?sqf=/2:TECENG;TECENG004/&q=AND%20nex_rights_code:(GB)
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BlocKcHAin tecHnoloGY 
ApplicAtions in 
Businesses 
AnD oRGAniZAtions
Edited by Pietro De Giovanni
Dec 2021 325pp
9781799880158 Paperback  
£159.00 / €184.00
9781799880141 Hardback  
£211.00 / €243.00

Reveals the advantages that 
blockchain entails for firms by 
creating transparent and digital 
transactions, resolves conflicts and 
exceptions, and provides incentive‑
based mechanisms and smart 
contracts. 

DiGitAl tRAnsFoRMAtion, inDustRY use cAses, 
AnD tHe iMpAct oF DisRuptiVe tecHnoloGies
Edited by Martin George Wynn
Nov 2021 340pp
9781799877134 Paperback £173.00 / €200.00
9781799877127 Hardback £230.00 / €265.00

Examines the phenomenon of digital transformation and the impact of 
disruptive technologies through the lens of industry case studies where 
different combinations of these new technologies have been deployed 
and incorporated into enterprise IT and business strategies.

e-collABoRAtion tecHnoloGies AnD 
stRAteGies FoR coMpetitiVe ADVAntAGe AMiD 
cHAllenGinG tiMes
Edited by Jingyuan Zhao & Joseph Richards
Jul 2021 346pp
9781799877653 Paperback £141.00 / €162.00
9781799877646 Hardback £183.00 / €211.00

Focuses on e‑collaboration technologies, strategies and solutions 
from a perspective of organizational competitive advantage, including 
e‑collaboration technologies’ situation and solutions, innovation 
systems competition, and strategies marketing and growth capabilities.

HAnDBooK oF ReseARcH on clouD coMputinG 
ApplicAtions in sMes
Edited by Husam H. Alharahsheh & Anupam Mazumdar
Oct 2021 450pp
9781799896951 Hardback £249.00 / €286.00

Focuses on fundamental understanding of the different aspects of Cloud 
Computing within SMEs, including contexts such as insights of Cloud 
Computing, different definitions, characteristics, deployment models, 
service models, key drivers and key challenges.

HAnDBooK oF ReseARcH on DiGitAl 
tRAnsFoRMAtion MAnAGeMent AnD tools
Edited by Richard Pettinger, Alexandru Roja & Diana Cozmiuc
Oct 2021 450pp
9781799897644 Hardback £249.00 / €286.00

Shows a coherent pattern to digital transformation that gives the 
new paradigm and the paradigm shift. This book also researches 
the paradigm shift in management science incurred by the digital 
transformation towards the digitalized economy.

HAnDBooK oF ReseARcH on useR eXpeRience 
in WeB 2.0 tecHnoloGies AnD its iMpAct on 
uniVeRsities AnD Businesses
Edited by Jean-Éric Pelet
Oct 2021 426pp
9781799837572 Paperback £141.00 / €162.00

Presents research on the strategic role of user experience in e‑learning 
and e‑commerce at the level of the global economy, networks and 
organisations, teams and work groups, and information systems. 

ReseARcH AntHoloGY on 
Decision suppoRt 
sYsteMs AnD Decision 
MAnAGeMent in 
HeAltHcARe, Business, 
AnD enGineeRinG
Edited by Information Resources 
Management Association
Oct 2021 1,538pp, 3 volumes
9781799890232 Hardback  
£1999.00 / €2699.00

Explores how decision support 
systems have been developed 
across diverse industries through 
perspectives on the technology, the 
utilizations of these tools, and from a 
decision management standpoint. 

sYsteM ADMinistRAtion 
AnD seRVeR opeRAtinG 
plAtFoRMs FoR 
enHAncinG Business 
continuitY AnD 
it cApABilitY
Nijaz Bajgoric et al
Oct 2021 230pp
9781799852186 Paperback  
£131.00 / €151.00
9781799837817 Hardback  
£173.00 / €200.00

Presents innovative research that 
examines the importance of IT 
capability and business continuity 
and how they affect a firm’s 

performance, and explores the role of system administration in ensuring 
higher levels of system availability and system scalability. eBooks 

Free eBook offer with all print purchases of IGI titles. 
Email igi-global@eurospan.co.uk to order.
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usinG A GeneRic ARtiFiciAl intelliGence pAtteRn 
FoR Business tRAnsFoRMAtion
Antoine Trad
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799872146 Hardback £183.00 / €211.00

Presents a cross‑business domain Generic Artificial Intelligence Pattern 
(GAIP) that is the result of a lifetime of research on business (and 
societal) transformations, artificial intelligence (and algorithmics), 
applied mathematics, software modelling, business engineering, 
financial analysis and global enterprise architecture.

Mercury Learning and Information

HiGHliGHt  
eXcel® 2019 
pRoJect BooK
spreadsheets • Databases • 
case studies
Gary Bronson & Jeffrey Hsu
Nov 2021 175pp
9781683927693 Paperback  
£39.95 / €47.00

Designed as a project and 
case‑oriented approach to 
learning Excel, the emphasis 
of this book is on learning by 
doing. The book presents a series 
of progressively reinforcing 
problem sets, which allow the 
exploration of real‑life business 

problems. Excel techniques include formulas and functions, cell 
addressing, conditional and lookup functions, graphs, sorting, and 
filtering.

Paradigm Education Solutions

MicRosoFt® oFFice 2019 - BRieF eDition
Nita Rutkosky, Audrey Roggenkamp & Ian Rutkosky
Oct 2021 
9780763886967  Review and Assessments Workbook£32.50 / €38.00

Marquee Series
Offers students a highly‑effective, hands‑on visual approach to learning 
the essential skills in Word, Excel, Access, and PowerPoint.

Also available:
9780763886905 Paperback Text £94.95 / €109.00
9780763887025 Paperback Text + Review and Assessments Workbook 
£103.00 / €119.00
9780763888329 Paperback Text + Ebook (access code via mail)  
£125.00 / €145.00
9780763888268 Ebook (access code via mail) £102.00 / €118.00
9780763891220 Paperback Text + Review and Assessments Workbook + 
Ebook (access code via mail) £132.00 / €152.00

seGuin’s coMputeR ApplicAtions WitH 
MicRosoFt® oFFice 365, 2019
third edition
Denise Seguin
Oct 2021 
9780763887575 Paperback Text + Review and Assessments Workbook 
£91.50 / €104.00

Offers instruction that will guide students to achieve entry‑level 
competence with the latest versions of Microsoft® Windows, web 
browsers, and the Microsoft® Office productivity suite, including 
OneNote, Outlook, Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Access. Students will 
also be introduced to cloud computing alternatives to the traditional 
desktop suite.

Also available:
9780763887537 Paperback Text £82.50 / €91.00
9780763886820 Review and Assessments Workbook £119.00 / €132.00
9780763888886 Paperback Text + Ebook (access code via mail) £119.00 / 
€132.00

River Publishers

DeVelopinG An enteRpRise continuitY pRoGRAM
Sergei Petrenko
Aug 2021 578pp
9788770223973 Hardback £94.50 / €110.00

Information Science and Technology
Discusses the activities involved in developing an Enterprise Continuity 
Program that will cover both Business Continuity Management as well 
as Disaster Recovery Management. 

SAP PRESS (a division of Rheinwerk Publishing)

HiGHliGHt  
ABAp® to tHe FutuRe
Fourth edition
Paul Hardy
Dec 2021 845pp
9781493221561 Hardback  
£91.50 / €105.00

Looking for the latest in ABAP 
syntax? The code examples 
are fully rewritten. Need to 
start working in the cloud with 
the ABAP RESTful application 
programming model? We’ve got 
you covered. Got a new IDE like 
SAP Business Application Studio? 
We’ll show you the ins and outs 
of your environment. From 

abapGit and ABAP2XLSX to SAPUI5 and Web Dynpro ABAP, this new 
edition has everything you need to be on the cutting edge!

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/page/results/?sqf=/2:TECENG;TECENG004/&q=AND%20nex_rights_code:(GB)
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/excel-2019-project-book/?k=9781683927693 
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/excel-2019-project-book/?k=9781683927693 
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/excel-2019-project-book/?k=9781683927693 
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/abap-to-the-future/?k=9781493221561
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/abap-to-the-future/?k=9781493221561
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conFiGuRinG sAp FioRi lAuncHpAD
Claus Burgaard & Setu Saxena
Jan 2022 440pp
9781493221752 Hardback £81.50 / €93.00

Configure the SAP Fiori launchpad for key on‑premise systems: SAP 
S/4HANA, SAP Business Suite, and SAP Enterprise Portal. Use the SAP 
Launchpad service in the cloud by setting up SAP Business Technology 
Platform (SAP BTP) and leveraging tools like SAP Business Application 
Studio. 

conFiGuRinG sAp 
s/4HAnA® FinAnce
second edition
Stoil Jotev
Oct 2021 738pp
9781493221592 Hardback  
£72.95 / €85.00

Get your SAP S/4HANA Finance 
configuration right the first time. 
Whether you’re running a new 
implementation or transitioning 
from SAP ERP, this comprehensive 
guide walks you through each 
project task.

contRollinG WitH sAp s/4HAnA®

Business user Guide
Janet Salmon & Stefan Walz
Aug 2021 593pp
9781493220984 Hardback £64.95 / €75.00

SAP S/4HANA brings change to your routine controlling activities. 
Perform your key tasks in the new environment with this user 
guide! Get click‑by‑click instructions for your daily and monthly 
overhead controlling tasks, and then dive deeper into processes such 
as make‑to‑stock/make‑to‑order scenarios, margin analysis, and 
investment management.

coRe DAtA seRVices FoR 
ABAp®

second edition
Renzo Colle, Ralf Dentzer & Jan Hrastnik
Nov 2021 648pp
9781493221097 Hardback  
£91.50 / €105.00

The definitive CDS resource is back 
and bigger than ever! Begin with 
the basics: explore CDS syntax 
and model types. Then learn to 
define CDS entities and model SAP 
S/4HANA application data with step‑
by‑step instructions. 

DesiGninG DAsHBoARDs WitH sAp® 
AnAlYtics clouD
Erik Bertram et al
Oct 2021 400pp
9781493220601 Hardback £72.95 / €85.00

SAP Analytics Cloud is overflowing with visualization options. Charts, 
tables, drilldowns, geomaps ‑ if you can dream it, you can design and 
build it. Learn how to create a dashboard for any use case, from acquired 
data dashboards and responsive mobile dashboards to HR dashboards 
using SAP SuccessFactors data.

pRoDuction plAnninG WitH sAp s/4HAnA®

second edition
Jawad Akhtar
Oct 2021 1092pp
9781493221677 Hardback £72.95 / €85.00

Streamline your production planning process with SAP S/4HANA! Get 
step‑by‑step instructions for configuring and using SAP S/4HANA 
for discrete, process, and repetitive manufacturing. Then dive into 
production tools and functionalities like batch management, S&OP, 
predictive MRP, DDMRP, and the Early Warning System.

sAles AnD DistRiBution 
WitH sAp s/4HAnA®

Business user Guide
James Olcott & Jon Simmonds
Aug 2021 434pp
9781493220809 Hardback  
£64.95 / €75.00

Master the ins and outs of running 
sales and distribution in your SAP 
S/4HANA system. Follow step‑
by‑step instructions, workflow 
diagrams, and system screenshots to 
complete your critical tasks and keep 
the sales pipeline moving. 

sAp® AnAlYtics clouD
second edition
Abassin Sidiq
Jan 2022 444pp
9781493221851 Hardback  
£81.50 / €93.00

What’s new with BI? In this complete 
guide, you’ll learn to configure 
SAP Analytics Cloud and connect 
to key data sources. Then, you’ll 
build data models, create stories 
and dashboards, generate financial 
planning models, and use the 
analytics designer to develop custom 
widgets and applications. 
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HiGHliGHt  
sAp Business one®

Business user Guide,
second edition
Carl Britton Lewis, Juanita Karan & 
Keith Taylor
Jan 2022 765pp
9781493222070 Hardback  
£81.50 / €93.00

Calling all SAP Business 
One users! Your must‑have 
handbook is here. Now updated 
for SAP Business One 10.0, 
this bestselling guide has the 
expertise you need to keep your 
business running smoothly. 
Whether you’re a new hire or 

a super user, get step‑by‑step instructions for your core processes, 
from purchasing and manufacturing to sales and financials.

sAp® DAtA intelliGence
the comprehensive Guide
Dharma Teja Atluri et al
Nov 2021 783pp
9781493221622 Hardback £91.50 / €105.00

Manage your data landscape with SAP Data Intelligence! Begin by 
understanding its architecture and capabilities and then see how to set 
up and install SAP Data Intelligence with step‑by‑step instructions. Walk 
through SAP Data Intelligence applications and learn how to use them 
for data governance, orchestration, and machine learning. 

sAp® FielDGlAss
Functionality and implementation
Richard Wanless, Jutta Villet & Shane McGough
Dec 2021 587pp
9781493220700 Hardback £91.50 / €105.00

Are you welcoming outside personnel onto your team? With this guide, 
you’ll configure external workforce management with SAP Fieldglass 
and see what it has to offer. 

sAp FioRi®

implementation  
and Development,
third edition
Anil Bavaraju
Oct 2021 700pp
9781493219728 Hardback  
£64.95 / €75.00

The SAP Fiori 2.0 design concept 
is here. See how to take your UI to 
the next level with this all‑in‑one 
resource to implementing and 

developing analytical, transactional, and fact sheet apps. Get the 
low‑down on SAP Fiori’s all‑new look, SAP S/4HANA support, and more. 

sAp HAnA® 2.0 ADMinistRAtion
Mark Mergaerts & Bert Vanstechelman
Nov 2021 1,056pp
9781493221042 Hardback £91.50 / €105.00

Novice or expert, this is your one‑stop shop for administering SAP 
HANA 2.0!

sAp® inteGRAteD 
Business plAnninG
Functionality and 
implementation, 
third edition
Sandy Markin et al
Aug 2021 522pp
9781493221424 Hardback  
£64.95 / €75.00

Take your supply chain to the cloud! 
Walk through the SAP Integrated 
Business Planning applications ‑ 
S&OP, demand, response and supply, 
demand‑driven MRP, and inventory. 
Then learn to monitor and control 
these processes. See how to set up 
and use your SAP IBP system, from 
planning areas to key figures.

sAp® inteGRAtion 
MAnAGeMent GuiDe
Adam Kiwon et al
Jan 2022 500pp
9781493222193 Hardback  
£91.50 / €105.00

Address the challenges of 
managing hybrid SAP integration 
landscapes with this guide. Begin 
by understanding the integration 
architectures, styles, and standards 
at work in your SAP system. 
Then develop an integration 
strategy using frameworks like 
the Integration Solution Advisory 
Methodology (ISA‑M).

sAp® inteGRAtion suite
Christopher Aron et al
Oct 2021 343pp
9781493221349 Hardback  
£64.95 / €75.00

SAP’s integration technologies are 
now combined ‑ but what is SAP 
Integration Suite, and how do you 
use it to manage an integrated 
enterprise landscape? In this book, 
get the answers to these questions 
and more as you take a tour of the 
new suite.

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/page/results/?sqf=/2:TECENG;TECENG004/&q=AND%20nex_rights_code:(GB)
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/sap-business-one-business-user-guide/?k=9781493222070 
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/sap-business-one-business-user-guide/?k=9781493222070 
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/sap-business-one-business-user-guide/?k=9781493222070 
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sAp s/4HAnA® clouD
An introduction
Thomas Saueressig et al
Aug 2021 463pp
9781493220748 Hardback £64.95 / €75.00

New to SAP S/4HANA Cloud? This is the book for you! Get detailed 
descriptions and screenshots to see what is possible in SAP S/4HANA 
Cloud, from core functionality like finance and logistics to reporting with 
embedded analytics and KPIs.

sAp s/4HAnA® FinAnciAl 
AccountinG 
ceRtiFicAtion GuiDe
Application Associate exam, 
third edition
Stefanos Pougkas
Oct 2021 520pp
9781493221271 Paperback  
£64.95 / €75.00

From general ledger accounting 
to financial closing, this guide 
reviews the key technical and 
functional knowledge you need 
to get a high score on your SAP 
S/4HANA for Financial Accounting 
Associates exam.

sAp s/4HAnA® pRoDuction plAnninG AnD 
MAnuFActuRinG ceRtiFicAtion GuiDe
Application Associate exam
Siva Kumar Mutnuru
Jan 2022 500pp
9781493220830 Paperback £81.50 / €93.00

Preparing for your production planning and manufacturing exam? 
Make the grade with this SAP S/4HANA Production Planning and 
Manufacturing certification study guide.

sAp s/4HAnA® sAles 
ceRtiFicAtion GuiDe
Application Associate exam
Darío Franco & Jon Simmonds
Oct 2021 550pp
9781493221240 Paperback  
£81.50 / €93.00

Preparing for your sales or sales 
upskilling exam? Make the grade 
with this SAP S/4HANA Sales 1909 
and 2020 certification study guide.

sAp® successFActoRs® 
eMploYee 
centRAl pAYRoll
Deepankar Maitra & Stacy Wilkins
Jan 2022 520pp
9781493221707 Hardback  
£91.50 / €105.00

From step‑by‑step instructions for 
configuring wages, personal data, 
pay statements (and more!) to 
guidance on running your payroll 
and reporting on system operations, 
this book has it all.

coMputeR netWoRKinG & coMMunicAtions 

Arcler Press

eBooK AVAilABle  
netWoRK coDinG
Edited by Adele Kuzmiakova
Dec 2021 277pp
9781774691069 Hardback £155.00 / €178.00

Provides a basic introduction to network coding, the theoretical 
framework for network coding, and its implementation in wireless 
systems. This book also covers multicast network coding, its use in 
application layer multicast, together with the benefits, applications and 
challenges of network coding.

HiGHliGHt eBooK AVAilABle  
WiReless 
MesH netWoRKs
Alvin Albuero De Luna
Dec 2021 277pp
9781774691021 Hardback  
£155.00 / €178.00

Due to the broadcast nature of 
the wireless medium, signals 
transmitted from different 
devices over the same channel 
will result in a probable 
connection loss. Despite the 
probability of problems that 
may occur, the wireless mesh 
network is starting to grow its 
volume into a larger scale of 

communication. This book discusses the future competencies and 
proficiencies in the communication of a greater ecosystem using 
wireless mesh networks.

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/wireless-mesh-networks/?k=9781774691021 
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/wireless-mesh-networks/?k=9781774691021 
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/wireless-mesh-networks/?k=9781774691021 
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IGI Global

iot pRotocols AnD ApplicAtions FoR iMpRoVinG 
inDustRY, enViRonMent, AnD societY
Edited by Cristian González García & Vicente García-Díaz
Jul 2021 305pp
9781799864646 Paperback £173.00 / €200.00
9781799864639 Hardback £230.00 / €265.00

Presents research on the most important areas and challenges in the 
internet of things and its intersection with technologies and tools such 
as artificial intelligence, blockchain, model‑driven engineering, and 
cloud computing. 

HARnessinG tHe potentiAl oF Ai FoR MoDelinG 
6G netWoRKs
Edited by Moses John Strydom
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799871972 Paperback £155.00 / €178.00
9781799849698 Hardback £202.00 / €232.00

Investigates artificial intelligence‑enabled sixth generation (6G) wireless 
networks. This cutting‑edge book covers all areas related to 6G research, 
including a heavy focus on the related emerging technologies.

Kendall Hunt Publishing Company

intRoDuction to coMputeR sYsteMs
third edition
Harold L Rogler
Jul 2021 277pp
9781524978563 Paperback £162.00 / €186.00

Introduction to Computer Systems has a more scientific or technical 
content than most introductory texts in Computer Science. The reason 
is that the physical and logical principles are much longer lived than the 
specifics of computer hardware and software, which change very rapidly.

Mercury Learning and Information

HiGHliGHt  
clouD coMputinG FoR linuX AnD AnDRoiD
S. Anandamurugan, T. Priyaa & M.C. Babu
Dec 2021 400pp
9781683925101 Paperback £44.50 / €52.00

Introduces the reader to cloud computing concepts as they relate 
to the Linux and Android operating systems. The book has fourteen 
chapters with each chapter presenting both basics to advanced 
concepts. It contains ten chapters on cloud technology and the Linux 
platform, then three chapters on Android technology using the cloud 
platform, and the final chapter contains five case studies, which 
include the real‑time executed projects. 

Morgan & Claypool PublishersHiGHliGHt  
MoDelinG AnD 
optiMiZAtion in 
soFtWARe-DeFineD 
netWoRKs
Konstantinos Poularakis,  
Leandros Tassiulas &  
T .V. Lakshman
Oct 2021 174pp
9781636391595 Paperback  
£66.50 / €76.00
9781636391618 Hardback  
£84.95 / €97.00

Synthesis Lectures on Learning, 
Networks, and Algorithms
Provides a quick reference and 
insights into modeling and 

optimization of software‑defined networks (SDNs). This book covers 
various algorithms and approaches that have been developed for 
optimizations related to the control plane, the considerable research 
related to data plane optimization, and topics that have significant 
potential for research and advances to the state‑of‑the‑art in SDN.

Plunkett Research, Ltd.

plunKett’s coMputeRs, 
HARDWARe & soFtWARe 
inDustRY AlMAnAc 2022
computers, Hardware & 
software industry Market 
Research, statistics, trends 
and leading companies
Jack W. Plunkett
Feb 2022 636pp
9781628316254 Paperback  
£310.00 / €340.00

A complete market research guide 
to the computers, hardware and 
software industry — for strategic 
planning, competitive intelligence, 
employment searches or financial 

research. Contains computer, software, network and peripherals trends 
analysis; statistical tables; and a glossary.

plunKett’s WiReless, Wi-Fi, RFiD & cellulAR 
inDustRY AlMAnAc 2022
Wireless, Wi-Fi, RFiD & cellular industry Market Research, 
statistics, trends and leading companies
Jack W. Plunkett
Aug 2021 418pp
9781628316117 Paperback  
£310.00 / €340.00

A complete market research guide to the wireless and smartphone 
telecommunications industry – for strategic planning, competitive 
intelligence, employment searches or financial research. 

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/page/results/?sqf=/2:TECENG;TECENG004/&q=AND%20nex_rights_code:(GB)
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/cloud-computing-for-linux-and-android/?k=9781683925101
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/modeling-and-optimization-in-software-defined-networks/?k=9781636391595
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/modeling-and-optimization-in-software-defined-networks/?k=9781636391595
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/modeling-and-optimization-in-software-defined-networks/?k=9781636391595
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/modeling-and-optimization-in-software-defined-networks/?k=9781636391595
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/modeling-and-optimization-in-software-defined-networks/?k=9781636391595
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River Publishers

ApplicAtions oF MAcHine leARninG in BiG-DAtA 
AnAlYtics AnD clouD coMputinG
Edited by Subhendu Kumar Pani et al
Oct 2021 300pp
9788770221825 Hardback £81.95 / €95.00

River Publishers Series in Information Science and Technology
Introduces the state‑of‑the‑art trends and advances in the use of 
Machine Learning in Cloud and Big Data Analytics. This book describes 
the concepts necessary to understand current Machine Learning 
issues, challenges and possible solutions, as well as future trends in Big 
Data Analytics.

iMpleMentinG enteRpRise cYBeRsecuRitY 
WitH open-souRce soFtWARe AnD 
stAnDARD ARcHitectuRe
Edited by Anand Handa, Rohit Negi & Sandeep K. Shukla
Sep 2021 300pp
9788770224239 Hardback £84.95 / €98.50

Security and Digital Forensics
Many small and medium scale businesses cannot afford to procure 
expensive cybersecurity tools. In many cases, even after procurement, 
lack of a workforce with knowledge of the standard architecture of 
enterprise security, tools are often used ineffectively. The editors of this 
book have developed multiple projects which can help in developing 
cybersecurity solution architectures and the use of the right tools from 
the open‑source software domain.

WiReless sensoR netWoRKs
Qos perspective
Edited by Vivek Deshpande & Vladimir Poulkov
Oct 2021 225pp
9788770221221 Hardback £81.95 / €95.00

River Publishers Series in Communications
Topics discussed in book include QoS parameters and their improvement 
in Network Delay, Throughput, Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), Packet 
Loss Ratio (PLR), Energy Consumption, Congestion Control, Reliability, 
Fairness, Delay, and Jitter.

coMputeR pRoGRAMMinG & soFtWARe DeVelopMent 

Alpha Science International

A HAnDBooK oF 
pRActicAls 
in MAtHeMAticA
Amita Sethi
Oct 2021 200pp
9788184876963 Hardback  
£49.95 / €62.00

Provides the graphical vision of 
many functions of branches of 
mathematics, such as analysis, 
differential equations, mathematical 
modeling and calculus. 

Only for sale in Albania, Armenia, 
Belarus, Bosnia & Herzegovina, 
Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, 

Estonia, Georgia, Hungary, Kosovo, Latvia, Lithuania, Macedonia, Moldova, 
Poland, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Ukraine.

soFtWARe enGineeRinG
Change to Shriram K. Vasudevan et al
Oct 2021 300pp
9781783323753 Hardback  
£45.00 / €55.00

Provides a comprehensive and 
concise coverage of software 
engineering paradigms and 
concepts. 

Only for sale in Albania, Armenia, 
Belarus, Bosnia & Herzegovina, 
Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, 
Estonia, Georgia, Hungary, Kosovo, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Macedonia, 
Moldova, Poland, Romania, Russia, 
Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Ukraine.

Arcler Press

eBooK AVAilABle  
coMputeR 
GAMes tecHnoloGY
Edited by Jovan Pehcevski
Dec 2021 277pp
9781774691762 Hardback  
£155.00 / €178.00

Covers different topics from 
computer gaming technology, 
including educational and simulation 
games, games hardware, games 
software, and computer games for 
social and health purposes.

eBooK AVAilABle  
Deep leARninG  
AlGoRitHMs
Edited by Zoran Gacovski
Dec 2021 277pp
9781774691830 Hardback  
£155.00 / €178.00

Covers different topics from deep 
learning algorithms, including 
methods and approaches for deep 
learning, deep learning applications 
in biology, deep learning 
applications in medicine, and deep 
learning applications in pattern 
recognition systems.
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eBooK AVAilABle  
essentiAls oF useR 
inteRFAce DesiGn
Alvin Albuero De Luna
Dec 2021 277pp
9781774691366 Hardback  
£155.00 / €178.00

Explains the various stages of the 
user interface, from tracing its 
history to bridging the gap from user 
requirements to design to UIDs built 
for programmers. 

eBooK AVAilABle  
intRoDuction to R pRoGRAMMinG lAnGuAGe
Mohsen Nady
Dec 2021 277pp
9781774690390 Hardback £155.00 / €178.00

The data science field has evolved so much recently with incredible 
quantities of generated data. To extract value from this data, one 
needs to be trained in the proper data science skills. This book covers 
some introductory steps in using R programming language as a data 
science tool.

eBooK AVAilABle  
pRActicAl pYtHon pRoGRAMMinG FoR 
DAtA scientists
A. Suresh et al
Dec 2021 277pp
9781774691588 Hardback £155.00 / €178.00

Explains how Python simplifies and speeds up the realization of 
next‑generation data science applications.

Cognella Academic Publishing

sYsteMs soFtWARe
essential concepts
Eurípides Montagne
Jul 2021 242pp
9781516591282 Paperback  
£63.95 / €74.00

Provides students with an accessible 
introduction to the knowledge and 
fundamentals that are necessary to 
understand software and hardware. 

IGI Global

BlocKcHAin tecHnoloGY 
AnD coMputAtionAl 
eXcellence FoR  
societY 5.0
Edited by Shahnawaz Khan et al
Jan 2022 335pp
9781799883838 Paperback  
£173.00 / €200.00
9781799883821 Hardback  
£230.00 / €265.00

Presents a variety of highly relevant 
themes, concepts, and applications 
in blockchain, discussing topics such 
as cyber security, digital currencies, 
and intelligent networks, fueling 
awareness and interest. 

cRoss-DisciplinARY uses 
oF GAMiFicAtion 
in oRGAniZAtions
Edited by Oscar Bernardes,  
Vanessa Amorim &  
António Carrizo Moreira
Jan 2022 300pp
9781799892236 Hardback  
£211.00 / €243.00

A comprehensive and timely 
reference book that explores the field 
of gamification for economic and 
social development.

Deep leARninG 
ApplicAtions FoR 
cYBeR-pHYsicAl sYsteMs
Edited by Monica R. Mundada et al
Oct 2021 330pp
9781799881629 Paperback  
£173.00 / €200.00
9781799881612 Hardback  
£230.00 / €265.00

Presents state‑of‑the‑art 
innovations, research, and designs 
while implementing methodological 
and algorithmic solutions to data 
processing problems and designing 
and analysing evolving trends in 
health informatics and computer‑

aided diagnosis in deep learning techniques in context with cyber 
physical systems.

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/page/results/?sqf=/2:TECENG;TECENG004/&q=AND%20nex_rights_code:(GB)
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DesiGn, ApplicAtions, 
AnD MAintenAnce oF 
cYBeR-pHYsicAl sYsteMs
Edited by Pierluigi Rea et al
Jul 2021 314pp
9781799867227 Paperback  
£159.00 / €184.00
9781799867210 Hardback  
£211.00 / €243.00

Offers insights about cyber‑physical 
systems as tools for integrating 
the dynamics of the physical 
processes with those of software and 
networking, providing abstractions 
and modelling design and analysis 
techniques for their smart 
manufacturing interoperation.

neXt-GeneRAtion ApplicAtions AnD 
iMpleMentAtions oF GAMiFicAtion sYsteMs
Edited by Filipe Portela & Ricardo Queirós
Oct 2021 330pp
9781799880905 Paperback £173.00 / €200.00
9781799880899 Hardback £230.00 / €265.00

Synthesizes the trends, best practices, methodologies, languages, and 
tools that are used to implement gamification. 

Kendall Hunt Publishing Company

JAVA pRoGRAMMinG ApplicAtions
Michael Robinson
Jul 2021 526pp
9781524929930 Paperback £111.00 / €128.00

Using over 100 of the author’s own very clearly documented Java 
programs, this publication teaches in detail and step by step, how to 
create very useful programs. All programing applications examples 
presented here are based on simple every day common situations. 
No maths, physics, statistics or other challenging topics are used 
as examples.

tHe pRActice & 
pHilosopHY oF 
oBJect-oRienteD 
pRoGRAMMinG in JAVA
second edition
Drue Coles
Jul 2021 454pp
9781792471421 Paperback  
£121.00 / €139.00

Introduces readers with no prior 
programming experience to 
the practice and philosophy of 
object‑oriented programming 
in Java.

WeB DeVelopMent WitH 
HtMl5 AnD css
third edition
Alec Fehl
Oct 2021 728pp
9781792475955 Spiralbound  
£138.00 / €158.00

Walks readers through the workflow 
of coding responsive and accessible 
web sites using current coding 
standards and best practices. 
The book is separated into three 
units, each culminating in a unit 
project. A preface and addendum 
are also included to get readers up 
and running with a development 
environment and explore JavaScript.

Mercury Learning and Information

HiGHliGHt  
AlGoRitHM DesiGn
S. Raheja & Rajiv Chopra
Mar 2022 400pp
9781683924487 Paperback  
£44.50 / €52.00

Provides a self‑teaching 
introduction to the basic 
concepts of algorithm design 
and analysis. The book covers 
basic topics such as strings, trees, 
patterns, and graphs, but also 
includes advanced algorithms 
and provides lab exercises and 
numerous end‑of‑chapter 
exercises with answers, to test 
comprehension of the material.

Morgan & Claypool Publishers

enGineeR YouR soFtWARe!
Scott A. Whitmire
Jul 2021 143pp
9781636391779 Paperback £46.95 / €54.00
9781636391793 Hardback £66.50 / €76.00

Synthesis Lectures on Algorithms and Software in Engineering
Opens the world of software engineering, weaving engineering 
techniques and measurement into software development activities. 
Focusing on architecture and design, Engineer Your Software! claims that 
no matter how you write software, design and engineering matter and 
can be applied at any point in the process.

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/algorithm-design-basics/?k=9781683924487
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/algorithm-design-basics/?k=9781683924487
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Now Publishers

ReFineMent tYpes
A tutorial
Ranjit Jhala & Niki Vazou
Oct 2021 180pp
9781680838848 Paperback £79.95 / €93.00

Foundations and Trends® in Programming Languages
Provides the reader with an insightful introduction into Refinement 
Types using an innovative tutorial style that enables fast learning. The 
accompanying software implementation allows readers to work on 
practical real‑world examples.

River Publishers

GAMe-plAYinG FoR ActiVe AGeinG AnD 
HeAltHY liFestYles
Ana Isabel Veloso 
Edited by Liliana Vale Costa
Oct 2021 171pp
9788770224376 Hardback £81.95 / €95.00

River Publishers Series in Information Science and Technology
Focuses on games and the main implications of design for active ageing 
in terms of the market perspective, the information and communication 
society, behavioural design, mobility, urban and city planning, 
accessibility and assessment.

ReQuiReMents enGineeRinG FoR 
sAFetY-cRiticAl sYsteMs
Edited by Luiz Eduardo G. Martins & Tony Gorschek
Oct 2021 180pp
9788770224277 Hardback £81.95 / €95.00

River Publishers Series in Software Engineering
Discusses essential elements of requirements engineering applied to 
Safety‑Critical Systems (SCS), such as the relationship between safety/
hazard analysis and requirements specification, a balance between 
conservative and agile methodologies during SCS development, and 
requirements engineering maturity model for SCS.

coMputeR science 

Alpha Science International

intelliGent coMputinG 
& siGnAl pRocessinG
Edited by R. Rajesh & T.M. Thasleema
Aug 2021 300pp
9788184876918 Hardback  
£49.95 / €62.00

Computer science is a fast‑growing 
field which now has applications 
across disciplines. AI will never 
replace human beings, but it will 
provide all types of necessary 
support/service to to make people’s 
work easier. This book discusses 
artificial intelligence in detail.

Only for sale in Albania, Armenia, 
Belarus, Bosnia & Herzegovina, 
Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, 

Estonia, Georgia, Hungary, Kosovo, Latvia, Lithuania, Macedonia, Moldova, 
Poland, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Ukraine.

Narosa Publishing House

Arcler Press

eBooK AVAilABle  
intRoDuction to ViRtuAl ReAlitY
Alvin Albuero De Luna
Dec 2021 277pp
9781774691410 Hardback £155.00 / €178.00

Provides an overview of virtual reality, along with various virtual reality 
systems. 

eBooK AVAilABle  
KeY concepts in ARtiFiciAl intelliGence
Jocelyn O. Padallan
Dec 2021 277pp
9781774691458 Hardback £155.00 / €178.00

Explains numerous key terms related to artificial intelligence. 

eBooK AVAilABle  
KeY concepts in 
coMputeR science
Edited by Adele Kuzmiakova
Dec 2021 277pp
9781774691526 Hardback  
£155.00 / €178.00

Explains the most common 
computer science terms spanning 
a wide of range of areas, including 
hardware, software, multimedia, 
computer applications, networking, 
and personal computing. 

eBooK AVAilABle  
MAcHine leARninG AnD BioMetRics
Edited by Adele Kuzmiakova
Dec 2021 277pp
9781774691045 Hardback £155.00 / €178.00

Provides a detailed overview of modern biometrics, which allows a 
person to be identified and authenticated based on recognizable, 
unique, and verifiable data. 

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/page/results/?sqf=/2:TECENG;TECENG004/&q=AND%20nex_rights_code:(GB)
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eBooK AVAilABle  
neuRoscience AnD coMputAtionAl intelliGence
Edited by Jovan Pehcevski
Dec 2021 277pp
9781774691779 Hardback £155.00 / €178.00

Covers different topics from neuroscience and computational 
intelligence, including semantic and concept modeling, general 
neuroscience topics, reasoning and knowledge modeling, and topics 
from clinical neuroscience.

eBooK AVAilABle  
speecH RecoGnition AnD unDeRstAnDinG
Edited by Zoran Gacovski
Dec 2021 277pp
9781774691847 Hardback £155.00 / €178.00

Takes readers through an overview of speech and language therapy and 
how these concepts assist children and adults in gaining the intricate 
nuances of the language. 

Delve Publishing

eBooK AVAilABle  
tHe use oF ARtiFiciAl intelliGence in 
liFe sciences
Shivsanjeevi Sripathi & Prerna Pandey
Dec 2021 277pp
9781774690666 Hardback £150.00 / €173.00

Explains the various potential and existing applications of artificial 
intelligence across several fields ranging from agriculture to medicine 
to space exploration and crops. The book enables readers from scientific 
and non‑scientific backgrounds to grasp the concepts and applications 
of ‘thinking machines’.

IGI Global

ADVAnceD ReseARcH AnD ReAl-WoRlD 
ApplicAtions oF inDustRY 5.0
Edited by Mahmoud Numan Bakkar & Elspeth McKay
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799888055 Hardback £211.00 / €243.00

Explains the meaning of Industry 5.0 and the different applications 
of its usage in daily life by examining modern technologies that had 
significant impact. 

ADVAnceMents in MoDels AnD ApplicAtions oF 
AGents AnD Multi-AGent sYsteMs
Edited by Rinkaj Goyal & Sanjay Misra
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799852025 Paperback £159.00 / €184.00
9781799850595 Hardback £211.00 / €243.00

Presents research exploring the theoretical and practical aspects 
of agent‑based systems and implementations within economics, 
engineering, and the business field. 

Ai tools AnD electRonic ViRtuAl AssistAnts FoR 
iMpRoVeD Business peRFoRMAnce
Edited by Christian Graham
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799871965 Paperback £173.00 / €200.00
9781799838418 Hardback £230.00 / €265.00

Provides relevant theoretical frameworks and the latest empirical 
research findings on AI history, implementation, and impact. 

ApplicAtions oF 
ARtiFiciAl intelliGence 
FoR sMARt tecHnoloGY
P. Swarnalatha & S. Prabu
Nov 2021 330pp
9781799833369 Paperback  
£155.00 / €178.00
9781799833352 Hardback  
£202.00 / €232.00

A pivotal reference source that 
provides vital research on the 
implementation of advanced 
technological techniques in 
professional industries through the 
use of AI.

ApplicAtions oF 
ARtiFiciAl intelliGence 
in ADDitiVe  
MAnuFActuRinG
Edited by Sachin Salunkhe,  
Hussein Mohammed Abdel Moneam 
Hussein &  J. Paulo Davim
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799885160 Hardback  
£230.00 / €265.00

Focuses on various applications 
of artificial intelligence in additive 
manufacturing, such as aerospace 
and defense, automotive, consumer 
products, industrial products, 
medical devices and more. 
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ApplicAtions oF 
coMputAtionAl science 
in ARtiFiciAl intelliGence
Edited by Anand Nayyar,  
Sandeep Kumar & Akshat Agrawal
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799890126 Hardback  
£230.00 / €265.00

Delivers technological solutions 
to improve smart technologies 
in architecture, healthcare, and 
environment sustainability. 

ApplicAtions oF 
MAcHine leARninG AnD 
ARtiFiciAl intelliGence 
in eDucAtion
Edited by Seda Khadimally
Nov 2021 330pp
9781799877776 Paperback  
£141.00 / €162.00
9781799877769 Hardback  
£183.00 / €211.00

Focuses on the parameters of remote 
learning, machine learning, deep 
learning, and artificial intelligence 
under 21st‑century learning and 
instructional contexts. 

ApplieD ARtiFiciAl intelliGence FoR 
Business DeVelopMent
Edited by Matthias Lederer & Werner Schmidt
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799811206 Hardback £220.00 / €254.00

Presents a collection of innovative research on applying AI techniques, 
methods, and tools within businesses, and includes examples of how AI 
is embedded in products and services. 

AppRoAcHes AnD ApplicAtions oF Deep leARninG 
in ViRtuAl MeDicAl cARe
Edited by Noor Zaman, Loveleen Gaur & Mamoona Humayun
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799889298 Hardback £277.00 / €319.00

An ideal and relevant source of content for data science and healthcare 
professionals who want to delve into complex deep learning algorithms, 
calibrate models, and improve the predictions of the trained model on 
medical imaging.

ARtiFiciAl intelliGence 
FoR AccuRAte AnAlYsis 
AnD Detection oF 
AutisM spectRuM  
DisoRDeR
Edited by Sandeep Kautish &  
Gaurav Dhiman
Aug 2021 224pp
9781799874607 Hardback  
£277.00 / €319.00

Discusses the early detection and 
diagnosis of autism spectrum 
disorder enabled by artificial 
intelligence technologies, 
applications and therapies. 

ARtiFiciAl intelliGence FoR societAl 
DeVelopMent AnD GloBAl Well-BeinG
Edited by Abhay Saxena, Ashutosh Kumar Bhatt & Rajeev Kumar
Oct 2021 300pp
9781668424438 Hardback £230.00 / €265.00

Who will AI primarily serve? Will AI be confined to the elite or within 
research labs? This book’s main emphasis is to provide valuable insights 
on best practices and success factors.

ARtiFiciAl intelliGence 
pARADiGMs in sMARt 
HeAltH 
inFoRMAtics sYsteMs
Edited by Abdel-Badeeh M. Salem & 
Senthil Kumar
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799811015 Hardback  
£249.00 / €286.00

Presents research exploring the 
role of AI paradigms and machine 
learning techniques in the 
development of SHIS. 

cAses on ViRtuAl 
ReAlitY MoDelinG 
in HeAltHcARe
Edited by Yuk Ming Tang, Ho Ho Lun & 
Ka Yin Chau
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799887904 Hardback  
£249.00 / €286.00

Explores the application of virtual 
reality in healthcare settings. This 
includes 3D modelling techniques, 
texturing, assigning material, and 
more. 

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/page/results/?sqf=/2:TECENG;TECENG004/&q=AND%20nex_rights_code:(GB)
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coMputeR Vision AnD iMAGe pRocessinG  
in tHe Deep leARninG eRA
Edited by Jose Garcia-Rodriguez
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799888925 Hardback £230.00 / €265.00

Provides the latest research and advances in computer vision, data 
image processes, and state‑of‑the‑art research in the deep learning era. 

DAtA clusteRinG AnD 
iMAGe seGMentAtion 
tHRouGH Genetic  
AlGoRitHMs
emerging Research 
and opportunities
S. Dash & B.K. Tripathy
Oct 2021 160pp
9781522563198 Hardback  
£155.00 / €178.00

Discusses applications of bio‑inspired 
algorithms in data mining, computer 
vision, image processing, and 
pattern recognition, as well as 
methods of designing competent 
algorithms based on decomposition 
principles. 

eMeRGinG tecHnoloGies FoR tHe pReDiction 
AnD MitiGAtion oF FutuRe pAnDeMics AnD 
GloBAl cRises
Edited by Gurjit Kaur & Prabhjot Singh
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799869337 Hardback £230.00 / €265.00

Technology cannot prevent the onset of pandemics; however, it can help 
prevent the spread, educate, warn, and empower those on the ground 
to be aware of the situation, and noticeably lessen the impact. This book 
explores digital technologies that can help in global crises.

HAnDBooK oF ReseARcH 
on ApplYinG eMeRGinG 
tecHnoloGies AcRoss 
Multiple Disciplines
Edited by Emiliano Marchisio
Jan 2022 405pp
9781799884767 Hardback  
£230.00 / €265.00

Examines how technologies impact 
different areas of knowledge. This 
book combines a solid theoretical 
approach with many practical 
applications of new technologies 
within many disciplines, and covers a 
range of topics. 

HAnDBooK oF ReseARcH on neW inVestiGAtions 
in ARtiFiciAl liFe, Ai, AnD MAcHine leARninG
Edited by Maki K. Habib
Oct 2021 450pp
9781799886860 Hardback £277.00 / €319.00

Provides the latest research, investigations, and development in the 
area of living systems intelligence, human‑level cognition and artificial 
systems, nature and bioinspiration, machine learning techniques, and 
systems that exhibit intelligent autonomous behavioural characteristics.

HAnDBooK oF ReseARcH on innoVAtions AnD 
ApplicAtions oF Ai, iot, AnD coGnitiVe  
tecHnoloGies
Edited by Jingyuan Zhao & V.Vinoth Kumar
Aug 2021 400pp
9781799868712 Paperback £169.00 / €195.00
9781799868705 Hardback £305.00 / €351.00

Discusses the latest innovations and applications of AI, IoT, and 
cognitive‑based smart systems. This book covers the intersection of 
these three fields in emerging and developed economies in terms of 
their respective development situation, public policies, technologies and 
intellectual capital, innovation systems, and competition and strategies.

HAnDBooK oF ReseARcH 
on innoVAtiVe 
MAnAGeMent usinG  
Ai in inDustRY 5.0
Edited by Vikas Garg & Richa Goel
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799884972 Hardback  
£211.00 / €243.00

Designed to provide an 
understanding of the foundations 
of artificial intelligence, this book 
examines education powered by 
AI, entertainment and AI, home 
and service robots, healthcare 
re‑imagined, predictive policing, 
space exploration with AI, weaponry 
in the world of AI, and many more 
critical applications.

HAnDBooK oF ReseARcH 
on inteGRAtinG Ai in iot 
AnAlYtics on tHe clouD 
FoR HeAltHcARe  
ApplicAtions
Edited by D. Djeya Mala
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799891321 Hardback  
£249.00 / €286.00

Applies AI in edge analytics for 
healthcare applications, analyses 
the impact of tools and techniques 
in edge analytics for healthcare, and 
provides security solutions for edge 
analytics in healthcare IoT.
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HAnDBooK oF ReseARcH 
on sMARteR AnD secuRe 
inDustRiAl ApplicAtions 
usinG Ai, iot, AnD 
BlocKcHAin tecHnoloGY
Edited by Kavita Saini & Pethuru Raj
Dec 2021 415pp
9781799883678 Hardback  
£371.00 / €426.00

Examines various AI algorithms, 
fresh innovations in the IoT, and 
blockchain spaces. This book covers 
a wide range of topics, including 
blockchain applications, Industry 4.0, 
and cryptography.

lAnGuAGe AnD speecH RecoGnition FoR 
HuMAn-coMputeR inteRAction
Edited by Amitoj Singh, Munish Kumar & Virender Kadyan
Oct 2021 225pp
9781799813897 Hardback £173.00 / €200.00

Presents research on the methods and applications of natural 
language processing techniques (NLP) within computer science and 
programming. 

MoDellinG AnD siMulAtion oF FAst MoVinG 
AD-Hoc netWoRKs (FAnets AnD VAnets)
Edited by T.S. Pradeep Kumar & M. Alamelu
Oct 2021 300pp
9781668436103 Hardback £230.00 / €265.00

Fast moving ad‑hoc networks are the future technology that can solve 
many issues the world is needing now like ecommerce delivery through 
drones, agriculture, vaccine delivery, human rescue system, and more. 
Flying ad‑hoc networks (FANETs), vehicular ad‑hoc networks (VANETs), 
and the internet of vehicles (ioV) will achieve these applications.

pRospects oF 
BlocKcHAin tecHnoloGY 
FoR AcceleRAtinG 
scientiFic ADVAnceMent 
in HeAltHcARe
Edited by Malaya Dutta Borah,  
Peng Zhang & Ganesh Chandra Deka
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799896067 Hardback  
£277.00 / €319.00

Focuses on Blockchain research 
trends in healthcare. This book 
presents the fundamental and 
technical details of Blockchain, 
the applications of Blockchain in 
healthcare, hands‑on chapters for on 

secure patient healthcare data, and research challenges and future work 
directions for researchers in healthcare.

QuAntuM coMputinG AnD QuAntuM 
cRYptoGRApHY in FutuRe coMputeRs
Edited by Bhawana Rudra
Mar 2022 300pp
9781799895220 Hardback £230.00 / €265.00

Provides a thorough background to quantum computing and quantum 
cryptography principles, as well as their impact on future computers. 

ReAl-tiMe ApplicAtions oF MAcHine leARninG in 
cYBeR pHYsicAl sYsteMs
Edited by Balamurugan Easwaran et al
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799893080 Hardback £230.00 / €265.00

Discusses forensic accounting techniques and explores how forensic 
accountants add value while investigating claims of fraud. 

tecHnoloGY RoAD 
MAppinG FoR QuAntuM 
coMputinG 
AnD enGineeRinG
Edited by Brojo Kishore Mishra
Mar 2022 300pp
9781799891833 Hardback  
£230.00 / €265.00

Quantum engineering is a 
revolutionary approach to quantum 
technology. It encompasses both 
fundamental physics and the broad 
engineering skill‑set necessary 
to meet the practical challenges 
of the future. This book presents 
original research, innovations and 
compelling insights in quantum 
computing and engineering.

WiReless sensoR 
netWoRK-BAseD 
AppRoAcHes to DiGitAl 
iMAGe pRocessinG in 
tHe iot
Edited by Manoj Diwakar &  
Kaushik Ghosh
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799832829 Paperback  
£141.00 / €162.00
9781799832812 Hardback  
£183.00 / €211.00

Presents research on the 
incorporation of digital image 
processing within the IoT field. While 
highlighting topics such as energy‑

efficient routing, machine learning, and cryptography, this publication 
addresses the challenges of transmitting image data and explores 
further applications of sensor networks.

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/page/results/?sqf=/2:TECENG;TECENG004/&q=AND%20nex_rights_code:(GB)
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IK International Pvt. Ltd

BlocKcHAin AnD cRYptocuRRencY 
Satya Prakash Yadav & Subiya Zaidi
Jul 2021 198pp
9788194867609 Paperback £26.50 / €30.00

Provides a detailed analysis of the effect of Blockchain and 
Cryptocurrency in the current market. This book is designed to facilitate 
students in understanding the working behind the technology, and 
gives easy access to the complex terminologies revolving around 
the technology.

Mercury Learning and Information

ARtiFiciAl intelliGence in tHe 21st centuRY
third edition
Stephen Lucci & Danny Kopec
Oct 2021 850pp
9781683922230 Hardback £81.50 / €94.00

Provides a comprehensive, colourful, up‑to‑date, and accessible 
presentation of AI without sacrificing theoretical foundations. The 
book includes numerous examples, applications, full colour images, and 
human interest boxes to enhance student interest. New chapters on 
deep learning, robotics and machine learning are included.

AutoDesK ReVit 2022 ARcHitectuRe
Munir Hamad
Oct 2021 550pp
9781683927211 Paperback + disc £48.50 / €57.00

Covering all of the major techniques, this book uses both metric and 
imperial units to illustrate the myriad drawing and editing tools for this 
popular application. Use the companion files to set up drawing exercises 
and projects and to see all of the book’s figures.

Morgan & Claypool Publishers

DAtA tHRouGH  
MoVeMent
Designing embodied 
Human-Data interaction for 
informal learning
Francesco Cafaro & Jessica Roberts
Aug 2021 127pp
9781636391526 Paperback  
£42.50 / €49.00
9781636391540 Hardback  
£61.50 / €71.00

Synthesis Lectures on Visualization
Draws on frameworks from the 
learning sciences, visualization, 
and human‑computer interaction 
to explore embodied human‑data 

interactions (HDI). This volume examines how humans interact with 
these data in informal (not work or school) environments, particularly 
in museums.

eXteRnAl lABelinG
Fundamental concepts and Algorithmic techniques
Michael A. Bekos, Benjamin Niedermann & Martin Nöllenburg
Jul 2021 130pp
9781636392042 Paperback £46.95 / €54.00
9781636392066 Hardback £66.50 / €76.00

Synthesis Lectures on Visualization
Focuses on techniques for automating the procedure of creating 
external labelings, also known as ‘callout labelings’. In this labeling type, 
the features within an illustration are connected by thin leader lines 
(called leaders) with their labels, which are placed in the empty space 
surrounding the image.

in-/neAR-MeMoRY coMputinG
Daichi Fujiki et al
Aug 2021 140pp
9781636391861 Paperback £51.95 / €60.00
9781636391885 Hardback £69.95 / €81.00

Synthesis Lectures on Computer Architecture
Provides an introduction of the key concepts and techniques that enable 
in‑/near‑memory computing. The book describes memory substrates 
amenable to in‑ and near‑memory computing, architectural approaches 
for designing efficient and reliable computing devices, and opportunities 
for in‑/near‑memory acceleration of different classes of applications.

peRson Re-iDentiFicAtion 
WitH liMiteD supeRVision
Rameswar Panda &  
Amit K. Roy-Chowdhury
Sep 2021 98pp
9781636392257 Paperback  
£32.95 / €38.00
9781636392271 Hardback  
£51.95 / €60.00

Synthesis Lectures on Computer Vision
Provides an overview of some of the 
literature in person re‑identification, 
and then moves on to focus on 
some specific problems in the 
context of person re‑identification 
with limited supervision in 
multi‑camera environments.
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pRinciples oF 
BlocKcHAin sYsteMs
Edited by Antonio Fernández Anta et al
Aug 2021 213pp
9781636391687 Paperback  
£61.50 / €71.00
9781636391700 Hardback  
£79.95 / €92.00

Synthesis Lectures on Computer 
Science
Presents the state of the art and 
provides technical focus on the latest 
advances in the foundations of 
blockchain systems. 

siGnAls AnD sYsteMs
A one semester  
Modular course 
Khalid Sayood
Jul 2021 409pp
9781636391014 Paperback  
£93.95 / €108.00
9781636391038 Hardback  
£112.00 / €130.00

Synthesis Lectures on Signal 
Processing
Designed for use as a textbook 
for a one semester Signals and 
Systems class. The book is also 
sufficiently user friendly to be used 
for self‑study. The book is divided 

into thirty bite‑sized modules. Each module also links up with a video 
lecture through a QR code in each module. There are a set of self‑study 
questions at the end of each module.

tHe tRouBle 
WitH sHARinG
interpersonal challenges in 
peer-to-peer exchange
Airi Lampinen
Aug 2021 103pp
9781636392073 Paperback  
£46.95 / €54.00
9781636392097 Hardback  
£66.50 / €76.00

Synthesis Lectures on 
Human-Centered Informatics
Provides empirical examples and 
conceptual grounding for thinking 
about interpersonal challenges 
in peer‑to‑peer exchange and the 
efforts that are required for exchange 
arrangements to flourish.

Now Publishers

Deep leARninG FoR 
MultiMeDiA FoRensics
Irene Amerini et al
Aug 2021 164pp
9781680838541 Paperback  
£79.95 / €93.00

Foundations and Trends® in 
Computer Graphics and Vision
Introduces the latest trends and 
deep‑learning‑based techniques 
for multimedia forensics in both 
architectural and data‑processing. 

MiniMuM-DistoRtion  
eMBeDDinG
Akshay Agrawal, Alnur Ali &  
Stephen Boyd
Sep 2021 172pp
9781680838886 Paperback  
£79.95 / €93.00

Foundations and Trends® in 
Machine Learning
Presents a general framework for 
faithful embedding called minimum‑
distortion embedding (MDE) that 
generalizes the common cases in 
which similarities between items are 
described by weights or distances.

MoDelinG AnD optiMiZAtion oF lAtencY in 
eRAsuRe-coDeD stoRAGe sYsteMs
Vaneet Aggarwal & Tian Lan
Jul 2021 156pp
9781680838428 Paperback£79.95 / €93.00

Foundations and Trends® in Communications and Information Theory
Provides a review of recent theoretical and practical progress on systems 
that employ erasure codes for distributed storage. 

tensoR ReGRession
Jiani Liu et al
Sep 2021 198pp
9781680838862 Paperback £79.95 / €93.00

Foundations and Trends® in Machine Learning
The first thorough overview of the fundamentals, motivations, 
popular algorithms, strategies for efficient implementation, related 
applications, available datasets, and software resources for tensor‑based 
regression analysis.

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/page/results/?sqf=/2:TECENG;TECENG004/&q=AND%20nex_rights_code:(GB)
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tRusteD ARtiFiciAl 
intelliGence 
in MAnuFActuRinG
A Review of the emerging 
Wave of ethical and Human 
centric Ai technologies for 
smart production
Edited by John Soldatos &  
Dimosthenis Kyriazis
Oct 2021 205pp
9781680838763 Paperback  
£88.95 / €103.00

NowOpen
Provides a review of technologies, 
techniques and systems for 
trusted, ethical, and secure AI in 
manufacturing. 

Plunkett Research, Ltd.

plunKett’s ARtiFiciAl 
intelliGence (Ai) & 
MAcHine leARninG 
inDustRY AlMAnAc 2022
Artificial intelligence 
(Ai) & Machine learning 
industry Market Research, 
statistics, trends and 
leading companies
Jack W. Plunkett
Feb 2022 536pp
9781628315936 Paperback  
£310.00 / €340.00

A market research guide to the 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and 
Machine Learning industry. Includes 

statistical tables, trends analysis, and profiles of leading companies 
in all facets of artificial intelligence, both public and private, US 
and international.

River Publishers

BiG DAtA MAnAGeMent 
in sensinG
Applications in Ai and iot
Edited by Renny Fernandez &  
Terrance Frederick Fernandez
Oct 2021 250pp
9788770224154 Hardback  
£84.95 / €98.50

River Publishers Series in Biomedical 
Engineering
Focuses on human computer 
Interaction and how sensors 
within small and wide groups of 
Nano‑robots employ Deep Learning 
for applications in industry. The book 

covers a wide array of topics that are useful for researchers and students 
to gain knowledge about AI and sensors in nanobots.

DiGitAl ViDeo coDinG FoR 
neXt GeneRAtion 
MultiMeDiA
H.264, HeVc, VVc, eVc 
Video compression
Shreyanka Subbarayappa, K. R. Rao & 
Humberto Ochoa Dominguez
Oct 2021 300pp
9788770224215 Hardback  
£84.95 / €98.50

River Publishers Series in Signal, 
Image and Speech Processing
Devoted to the theory and design 
of different algorithms used in the 
video codecs to obtain efficient 

implementation and reconstruction of codec outputs. This book also 
addresses the most recent codecs being developed, i.e., VVC and EVC 
along with the reference codecs, i.e., H.264 and HEVC

eYe tRAcKinG AnD VisuAl AnAlYtics
Michael Burch
Nov 2021 300pp
9788770224338 Hardback £103.00 / €120.00

River Publishers Series on Information Science and Technology
Describes aspects from the interdisciplinary field of visual analytics, and 
discusses general approaches from the field of visualization as well as 
algorithms and data handling. 

tHe HuMAniZeD  
inteRnet
Dignity, Digital identity 
and Democracy
Akram Alfawakheeri &  
Monique J. Morrow
Feb 2022 300pp
9788770220323 Hardback  
£42.95 / €50.00

In reading this book, there are key 
themes that are constant such as 
the notion of identity and identity 
sets; e‑sovereignty and privacy and 
most importantly the function of 
an Internet that is inclusive, not 
“controlled” by a few organizations 
for their own profitability.

MAcHine leARninG MetHoDs FoR siGnAl, iMAGe 
AnD speecH pRocessinG
Edited by Meerja Akhil Jabbar et al
Nov 2021 250pp
9788770223690 Hardback £98.95 / €115.00

River Publishers Series in Signal, Image and Speech Processing
Focuses on complex SP data across a wide range of topical application 
areas such as social multimedia data collected from social media 
networks, medical imaging data, data from Covid tests, etc. 
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Arcler Press

eBooK AVAilABle  
secuRitY DesiGns FoR 
tHe clouD, iot, AnD 
sociAl netWoRKinG
Edited by Adele Kuzmiakova
Dec 2021 277pp
9781774691052 Hardback  
£155.00 / €178.00

Along with providing an overview 
of cloud computing, this book talks 
about the various other dimensions 
involved, such as the risk issues 
and security challenges in cloud 
computing. 

IGI Global

ADVAnceD secuRitY stRAteGies in neXt 
GeneRAtion coMputinG MoDels
Edited by Shafi’i Muhammad Abdulhamid & Muhammad Shafie Abd Latiff
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799852032 Paperback £155.00 / €178.00
9781799850809 Hardback £202.00 / €232.00

Presents research on the methods and development of innovative 
computing technologies and their involvement in improving modern 
security approaches. 

ADVAnceMents in GloBAl cYBeR secuRitY lAWs 
AnD ReGulAtions
Edited by Shahid M. Shahidullah, Zina McGee & Carla Miller Coates
Oct 2021 305pp
9781799881179 Paperback £141.00 / €162.00
9781799845850 Hardback £183.00 / €211.00

Focuses on global cybersecurity laws in major countries and regions, 
including the US, Europe, India, Middle East, Africa, and the Pacific 
region. Issues such as global regulations, global regimes, and global 
governance of the internet are covered alongside legal issues related to 
digital evidence, computer forensics, and cyber prosecution.

ADVAnces in MAlWARe 
AnD DAtA-DRiVen 
netWoRK secuRitY
Edited by Brij B. Gupta
Nov 2021 305pp
9781799877905 Paperback  
£141.00 / €162.00
9781799877899 Hardback  
£183.00 / €211.00

Comprehensively covers data‑driven 
malware security with an emphasis 
on using statistical, machine 
learning and AI, as well as the current 
trends in ML/statistical approaches 
to detecting, clustering, and 
classification of cyber‑threats.

ADVAncinG cYBeRsecuRitY FoR 
DiGitAl tRAnsFoRMAtion
opportunities and challenges
Edited by Kamaljeet Sandhu
Oct 2021 460pp
9781799888833 Paperback £159.00 / €184.00

Explores issues, problems and innovative solutions and strategies that 
are linked to cybersecurity. 

ApplicAtions oF MAcHine leARninG AnD Deep 
leARninG FoR pRiVAcY AnD  cYBeRsecuRitY
Edited by Anacleto Correia & Victor Lobo
Mar 2022 300pp
9781799894308 Hardback £211.00 / €243.00

Examines the impact of machine and deep learning in privacy and 
cybersecurity, and explores methodologies that can help improve the 
effectiveness of applications related to those aspects. 

BlocKcHAin tecHnoloGies AnD ApplicAtions FoR 
DiGitAl GoVeRnAnce
Edited by Pradeep Nijalingappa & Mangesh Manikrao Ghonge
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799884941 Paperback £159.00 / €184.00
9781799884934 Hardback £183.00 / €211.00

Provides information on the impact and challenges of adopting blockchain 
in digital governance and consolidates the current open issues and future 
research trends of blockchain which will have a societal impact.

cYBeR secuRitY AnD ADVeRsARiAl 
MAcHine leARninG
emerging Attacks and Mitigation strategies
Edited by Ferhat Ozgur Catak
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799890638 Hardback £211.00 / €243.00

Gives detail on the new threats and mitigation methods in the cyber 
security domain, and provides information on the new threats in new 
technologies such as vulnerabilities in deep learning, data privacy 
problems with GDPR, and new solutions.

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/page/results/?sqf=/2:TECENG;TECENG004/&q=AND%20nex_rights_code:(GB)
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cYBeRsecuRitY cApABilities in DeVelopinG 
nAtions AnD its iMpAct on GloBAl secuRitY
Edited by Maurice Dawson, Oteng Tabona & Thabiso Maupong
Dec 2021 335pp
9781799886945 Paperback £155.00 / €178.00
9781799886938 Hardback £202.00 / €232.00

Brings together research‑based chapters and case studies on systems 
security techniques and current methods to identify and overcome 
technological vulnerabilities, emphasizing security issues in developing 
nations. 

cYBeRsecuRitY cRisis MAnAGeMent AnD lessons 
leARneD FRoM tHe coViD-19 pAnDeMic
Edited by Ryma Abassi & Aida Ben Chehida Douss
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799891642 Hardback £211.00 / €243.00

Explores cybersecurity issues that have occurred during the COVID‑19 
pandemic. 

DiGitAl inVestiGAtion 
AnD intRusion 
Detection in BioMetRics 
AnD eMBeDDeD sensoRs
Edited by Asaad Abdulrahman Nayyef
Oct 2021 320pp
9781799824725 Paperback  
£169.00 / €195.00
9781799819448 Hardback  
£220.00 / €254.00

Provides emerging research 
exploring the application of 
intelligent agents in improving 
the performance and development 
of integrated sensors and 
intrusion‑detection systems. 

enABlinG BlocKcHAin 
tecHnoloGY FoR secuRe 
netWoRKinG 
AnD coMMunicAtions
Edited by Adel Ben Mnaouer,  
Moayad Aloqaily & Mohsen Guizani
Jul 2021 339pp
9781799858409 Paperback  
£155.00 / €178.00
9781799858393 Hardback £202.00 / 
€232.00

Consolidates the recent research 
initiatives directed towards 
exploiting the advantages of 
blockchain technology. 

etHicAl HAcKinG 
tecHniQues AnD 
counteRMeAsuRes FoR 
cYBeRcRiMe pReVention
Edited by Nabie Y. Conteh
Jul 2021 168pp
9781799865056 Paperback  
£159.00 / €184.00
9781799865049 Hardback  
£211.00 / €243.00

Discusses and defines ethical 
hacking, including the skills and 
concept of ethical hacking, and 
studies the countermeasures to 
prevent and stop cybercrimes, 
cyberterrorism, cybertheft, identity 
theft and computer‑related crimes.

GloBAl peRspectiVes on inFoRMAtion 
secuRitY ReGulAtions
compliance, controls, and Assurance
Edited by Guillermo A. Francia III & Jeffrey S. Zanzig
Mar 2022 300pp
9781799883906 Hardback £211.00 / €243.00

Summarizes current cybersecurity guidance and provides a compendium 
of innovative and state‑of‑the‑art compliance and assurance practices 
and tools that can function both as a reference and pedagogical source 
for practitioners and educators.

HAnDBooK oF ReseARcH on ADVAncinG 
cYBeRsecuRitY FoR DiGitAl tRAnsFoRMAtion
Edited by Kamaljeet Sandhu
Jul 2021 400pp
9781799869757 Hardback £258.00 / €297.00

Explores issues, problems and innovative solutions and strategies that 
are linked to cybersecurity. 

HAnDBooK oF ReseARcH on cYBeR AppRoAcHes to 
puBlic ADMinistRAtion AnD sociAl policY
Edited by Fahri Özsungur
Oct 2021 450pp
9781668433805 Hardback £249.00 / €286.00

Focuses on the post‑pandemic changes in the functions of social policy 
and public administration as well as cyber developments, cyber threats, 
and the effects of cyberwar on public administration. In addition, the 
book discusses changes in social policy functions and practices in the 
cyber cosmos.
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MoDeRn DAY suRVeillAnce ecosYsteM AnD 
iMpActs on pRiVAcY
Ananda Mitra
Sep 2021 315pp
9781799838470 Hardback £183.00 / €211.00

Navigates the reader through an understanding of the self as a narrative 
element that is open for observation and analysis. 

MultiDisciplinARY 
AppRoAcH to MoDeRn 
DiGitAl steGAnoGRApHY
Edited by Sabyasachi Pramanik et al
Jul 2021 380pp
9781799871606 Hardback  
£183.00 / €211.00

Reviews the security aspects of cloud 
IoT and Android platforms related 
to steganography, and addresses 
emerging security concerns, new 
algorithms and case studies in the 
field. 

policies AnD pRActices FoR iMpleMentinG 
inFoRMAtion secuRitY stRAteGies 
in oRGAniZAtions
Craig A. Horne
Mar 2022 300pp
9781799881735 Hardback £211.00 / €243.00

Presents a definition of information security strategy, an explanation 
of the various generic information security strategies available to 
organizations to choose from, and a process for how to select an 
information security strategy.

ReseARcH AntHoloGY on 
ADVAnceMents in 
cYBeRsecuRitY  
eDucAtion
Edited by Information Resources 
Management Association
Oct 2021 525pp
9781668435540 Hardback  
£371.00 / €426.00

Discusses innovative concepts, 
theories, and developments for 
teaching cybersecurity and for 
driving awareness of efforts that 
can be achieved to further secure 
sensitive data. 

ReseARcH AntHoloGY on 
Business Aspects 
oF cYBeRsecuRitY
Edited by Information Resources 
Management Association
Oct 2021 525pp
9781668436981 Hardback  
£399.00 / €459.00

Considers all emerging aspects of 
cybersecurity in the business sector, 
including frameworks, models, best 
practices, and emerging areas of 
interest. 

secuRitY, DAtA 
AnAlYtics, AnD 
eneRGY-AWARe 
solutions in tHe iot
Edited by Xiali Hei
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799873235 Hardback  
£230.00 / €265.00

The central theme of this book is 
to report novel methodologies, 
theories, technologies, techniques, 
and solutions for security and 
data analytics techniques and 
energy‑aware solutions for IoT. This 
book addresses these topics across 
multiple abstraction levels.

International Atomic Energy Agency

coMputeR secuRitY FoR 
nucleAR secuRitY
IAEA
Sep 2021 86pp
9789201211200 Paperback  
£34.50 / €40.00

IAEA Nuclear Security Series, 42-G
This publication provides 
detailed guidance on developing, 
implementing, and integrating 
computer security as a key 
component of nuclear security. 
This guidance applies to computer 
security aspects of nuclear security 
and its interfaces with nuclear safety 
and with other elements of a State’s 
nuclear security regime.

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/page/results/?sqf=/2:TECENG;TECENG004/&q=AND%20nex_rights_code:(GB)
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Mercury Learning and Information

cRYptoGRApHY AnD 
netWoRKinG secuRitY
An introduction
R. Achary
Oct 2021 635pp
9781683926917 Paperback  
£44.50 / €52.00

Provides an introduction to 
fundamental concepts in the fields 
of cryptography and network 
security. The author takes the reader 
through all of the important design 
and implementation details of 
various cryptographic algorithms 
and network security protocols to 
enforce network security.

cYBeRsecuRitY
An introduction
Sean Westcott & Jean Riescher Westcott
Oct 2022 400pp
9781683922032 Paperback £44.50 / €52.00

Designed for students and professionals, this text introduces the major 
concepts of cybersecurity using numerous examples and practical 
applications. 

WiReless netWoRKs tecHnoloGY 
AnD cYBeRsecuRitY
Sarhan M. Musa
Oct 2022 450pp
9781683922315 Paperback £56.95 / €66.00

Designed for professionals and students of networking and 
cryptography, this book covers key concepts and issues related to 
emerging technology, such as the Internet of Things, WiMax, mobile 
access, cloud computing, and more. Coverage of the latest protocols for 
Zigbee, Wibree/Bluetooth is included.

Now Publishers

HiGHliGHt  
cYBeR-pHYsicAl 
tHReAt intelliGence 
FoR cRiticAl 
inFRAstRuctuRes  
secuRitY
securing critical 
infrastructures in Air 
transport, Water, Gas, 
Healthcare, Finance 
and industry
Edited by John Soldatos,  
Isabel Praça & Aleksandar Jovanovi
Sep 2021 530pp
9781680838220 Hardback  
£113.00 / €131.00

NowOpen
Presents solutions for integrated Cyber‑Physical Threat Intelligence 
for infrastructures in various sectors, such as industrial sites, air 
transport, gas, healthcare, and finance. The solutions rely on novel 
methods and technologies, such as integrated modelling for 
cyber‑physical systems, novel reliance indicators, and data driven 
approaches.

DeVops FoR tRustWoRtHY sMARt iot sYsteMs
Edited by Nicolas Ferry et al
Jul 2021 300pp
9781680838244 Hardback £101.00 / €117.00

NowOpen
ENACT is a research project funded by the European Commission under 
its H2020 program. This book reports on the ENACT work to empower 
the development and operation as well as the continuous and agile 
evolution of Smart IoT Systems, which is necessary to adapt the system 
to changes in its environment.

Plunkett Research, Ltd.

plunKett’s cYBeRsecuRitY & DiGitAl iD & online 
FRAuD inDustRY AlMAnAc 2022
cybersecurity & Digital iD & online Fraud industry Market 
Research, statistics, trends and leading companies
Jack W. Plunkett
Mar 2022 277pp
9781628316315 Paperback £310.00 / €340.00

A must‑have Plunkett guide to one of the world’s 
fastest‑growing industries.

River Publishers

cRYptocuRRencY & BlocKcHAins
William J. Buchanan
Oct 2021 300pp
9788793609327 Hardback £51.95 / €60.00

River Publishers Series in Information Science and Technology
Outlines many of the key developments in building a more trustworthy 
world. It includes a background within the main methods used 
within creating data infrastructure which use Blockchain methods, 
and how these will change existing methods of authentication and 
identity provision.

secuRitY ARcHitectuRe – HoW & WHY
Tom Madsen
Oct 2021 160pp
9788770225847 Hardback £81.95 / €95.00

Security and Digital Forensics
Focuses on the importance, and the benefits, of having a security 
architecture in place. The book will be aligned with most of the sub 
frameworks in the general framework called SABSA, or Sherwood 
Applied Business Security Architecture. Each of the chapters in this book 
is aligned with one or more of the components in SABSA.

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/cyber-physical-threat-intelligence-for-critical-infrastructures-security/?k=9781680838220
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/cyber-physical-threat-intelligence-for-critical-infrastructures-security/?k=9781680838220
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/cyber-physical-threat-intelligence-for-critical-infrastructures-security/?k=9781680838220
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/cyber-physical-threat-intelligence-for-critical-infrastructures-security/?k=9781680838220
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/cyber-physical-threat-intelligence-for-critical-infrastructures-security/?k=9781680838220
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/cyber-physical-threat-intelligence-for-critical-infrastructures-security/?k=9781680838220
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DAtABAses 

Arcler Press

eBooK AVAilABle  
secuRe DAtA MininG
Jocelyn O. Padallan
Dec 2021 277pp
9781774691038 Hardback  
£155.00 / €178.00

Presents a secure method of data 
mining techniques taking into 
account the privacy and security 
of the data. Even in the disturbed 
environment, this approach can 
keep up the validity and authenticity 
of the data to produce the data 
after computation.

IGI Global

ADVAnceD pRActicAl 
AppRoAcHes to WeB 
MininG tecHniQues 
AnD ApplicAtion
Edited by Ahmed Obaid &  
Zdzislaw Polkowski
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799894261 Hardback  
£230.00 / €265.00

Illustrates all the concepts of 
web mining, from gathering the 
web data sources to discovering 
and representing the extracted 
knowledge. 

ADVAnceMents in 
oRGAniZAtionAl DAtA 
collection 
AnD MeAsuReMents
strategies for Addressing 
Attitudes, Beliefs, 
and Behaviors
Edited by Mihai Bocarnea,  
Bruce E. Winston & Debra Dean
Aug 2021 400pp
9781799876663 Paperback  
£159.00 / €184.00
9781799876656 Hardback  
£211.00 / €243.00

Presents a collection of organizational 
instruments with proven reliability 

and validity meant to measure organizational attitudes beliefs and 
behaviours. Additionally, chapters will address methodological issues 
related to scale development and use, as well as specific technologies used, 
such as machine learning, in future performance assessment.

ApplieD BiG DAtA AnAlYtics AnD its Role in 
coViD-19 ReseARcH
Peng Zhao, Xin Wang & Xi Chen
Mar 2022 300pp
9781799887935 Hardback £183.00 / €211.00

Featuring coverage on a range of big data technologies, such as data 
collection, data cleaning, data visualization, deep learning, predictive 
analysis, NLP, GIS, social media analysis, image recognition, voice 
recognition, and motion recognition, this publication provides concrete 
examples and cases of usages of data‑driven projects in COVID‑19.

ApplYinG DAtA science AnD leARninG AnAlYtics 
tHRouGHout A leARneR’s liFespAn
Edited by Goran Trajkovski, Marylee Demeter & Heather Hayes
Mar 2022 300pp
9781799896449 Hardback £183.00 / €211.00

Examines novel and emerging applications of data science and sister 
disciplines in gaining insights from data to inform interventions into 
the learners’ journey and interactions with an academic or training 
institution. 

DAtA MininG AppRoAcHes FoR BiG DAtA AnD 
sentiMent AnAlYsis in sociAl MeDiA
Edited by Brij B. Gupta et al
Dec 2021 330pp
9781799884149 Paperback £159.00 / €184.00
9781799884132 Hardback £211.00 / €243.00

Explores the key concepts of data mining, such as how they can be 
utilized on online social media platforms, and provides advances on data 
mining for big data and sentiment analysis in online social media, as well 
as future research directions.

DesiGn oF useR inteRFAces WitH A DAtA 
science AppRoAcH
Edited by Abhijit Narayanrao Banubakode et al
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799891215 Hardback £230.00 / €265.00

Promotes the inclusion of more diversified users for user‑centred designs 
of applications across domains and analyzes user data with a data 
science approach for effective and user‑friendly user interface designs.

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/page/results/?sqf=/2:TECENG;TECENG004/&q=AND%20nex_rights_code:(GB)
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eMeRGinG tRenDs in iot 
AnD inteGRAtion WitH 
DAtA science, clouD 
coMputinG, AnD BiG 
DAtA AnAlYtics
Edited by Petar V. Kocovic &  
Muthu Ramachandran
Nov 2021 340pp
9781799857167 Paperback  
£159.00 / €184.00
9781799841869 Hardback  
£211.00 / €243.00

Provides theoretical frameworks and 
research findings on IoT and big data 
integration. Highlighting topics that 
include wearable sensors, machine 

learning and intelligence, and mobile computing, this book serves 
professionals who want to improve their understanding of the role of 
trust at different levels of the information and knowledge society.

HAnDBooK oF ReseARcH 
on ADVAnces in DAtA 
AnAlYtics AnD coMpleX 
coMMunicAtion  
netWoRKs
Edited by P. Venkata Krishna
Sep 2021 275pp
9781799876854 Hardback  
£324.00 / €372.00

Discusses and addresses the 
issues and challenges of the 
development of various systems 
using data analytics and complex 
communication networks. The 
chapters identify different issues, 

suggest feasible solutions to those identified issues, and present 
comprehensive information on emerging technologies related to 
data analytics.

HAnDBooK oF ReseARcH 
on ApplieD DAtA science 
AnD ARtiFiciAl 
intelliGence in Business 
AnD inDustRY
Edited by Valentina Chkoniya
Oct 2021 626pp
9781799869856 Hardback  
£305.00 / €351.00

Discusses all stages of data science 
to AI and their application to real 
problems across industries ‑ from 
science and engineering to academia 
and commerce. 

HAnDBooK oF ReseARcH 
on DAtA pRepRocessinG, 
ActiVe leARninG, AnD 
cost peRceptiVe 
AppRoAcHes FoR 
ResolVinG 
DAtA iMBAlAnce
Edited by Dipti P. Rana &  
Rupa G. Mehta
Jul 2021 309pp
9781799873716 Hardback  
£324.00 / €372.00

Offers new aspects for imbalanced 
data learning by providing the 
advancements of the traditional 
methods with respect to big data 
through case studies and research. 

KnoWleDGe MAnAGeMent AnD BiG DAtA 
AnAlYtics FoR stRAteGic Decision MAKinG
Edited by Abdalmuttaleb M.A. Musleh Al-Sartawi et al
Oct 2021 325pp
9781799855538 Paperback £173.00 / €200.00
9781799855521 Hardback £230.00 / €265.00

Addresses the multiple strands that feed into our understanding of big 
data and data analytics, as well as knowledge management. 

neW oppoRtunities FoR 
sentiMent AnAlYsis AnD 
inFoRMAtion  
pRocessinG
Edited by Aakanksha Sharaff,  
G. R. Sinha & Surbhi Bhatia
Oct 2021 315pp
9781799880622 Paperback  
£173.00 / €200.00
9781799880615 Hardback  
£230.00 / €265.00

Provides interdisciplinary research in 
information retrieval and sentiment 
analysis, including studies on 
extracting sentiments from textual 
data, sentiment visualization‑based 

dimensionality reduction for multiple features, and deep learning‑based 
multi‑domain sentiment extraction.

Information Age Publishing

enHAncinG eFFectiVe 
instRuction AnD 
leARninG usinG 
AssessMent DAtA
Edited by Hong Jiao & Robert W. Lissitz
Oct 2021 242pp
9781648026263 Paperback  
£46.95 / €54.00
9781648026270 Hardback  
£87.50 / €100.00

The MARCES Book Series
Introduces theories and practices for 
using assessment data to enhance 
learning and instruction. Topics 
include reshaping the homework 

review process, iterative learning engineering, learning progressions, 
learning maps, score report designing, the use of psychosocial data, and 
the combination of adaptive testing and adaptive learning.
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Mercury Learning and Information

Access 16 pRoJect BooK
Julitta Korol
Oct 2022 450pp
9781683920946 Paperback  
£39.95/ €47.00

Guides you through the process of 
building a traditional Access desktop 
database that uses one Access 
database as the front‑end (queries, 
reports, and forms) and another 
to contain the tables and data. By 
separating the data from the rest of 
the database, the Access database 
can be easily shared by multiple users 
over a network.

Morgan & Claypool Publishers

DesiGninG AnD BuilDinG 
enteRpRise 
KnoWleDGe GRApHs
Juan Sequeda & Ora Lassila
Aug 2021 165pp
9781636391748 Paperback  
£74.95 / €87.00
9781636391762 Hardback  
£93.95 / €108.00

Synthesis Lectures on Data, 
Semantics, and Knowledge
Provides a guide to designing and 
building knowledge graphs from 
enterprise relational databases in 
practice. 

Now Publishers

DAtABAse sYsteMs 
on Gpus
Johns Paul, Shengliang Lu &  
Bingsheng He
Jul 2021 120pp
9781680838480 Paperback  
£68.95 / €80.00

Foundations and Trends® in 
Databases
Provides a thorough introduction 
to Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) 
optimized database systems 
especially in online analytical 
processing. 

DiFFeRentiAl pRiVAcY 
FoR DAtABAses
Joseph P. Near & Xi He
Jul 2021 134pp
9781680838503 Paperback  
£72.95 / €85.00

Foundations and Trends® in 
Databases
Differential privacy is a promising 
approach to formalizing privacy 
‑ that is, for writing down what 
privacy means as a mathematical 
equation. This book serves as an 
overview of the state‑of‑the‑art in 
techniques for differential privacy.

MAcHine KnoWleDGe
creation and curation 
of comprehensive 
Knowledge Bases
Gerhard Weikum et al
Jul 2021 400pp
9781680838367 Paperback  
£79.95 / €93.00

Foundations and Trends® in 
Databases
Surveys fundamental concepts and 
practical methods for creating and 
curating large knowledge bases. The 
book covers models and methods 
for discovering and curating 

large knowledge bases from online content, with emphasis on semi‑
structured web pages and unstructured text sources.

tRenDs in eXplAnAtions
understanding 
and Debugging 
Data-driven systems
Boris Glavic, Alexandra Meliou & 
Sudeepa Roy
Aug 2021 102pp
9781680838800 Paperback  
£59.95 / €71.00

Foundations and Trends® in 
Databases
Provides an overview of existing 
work in explanation support for 
data‑driven processes. The book 
classifies explainability requirements 
across three dimensions: the target 

of the explanation (‘What’), the audience of the explanation (‘Who’), 
and the purpose of the explanation (‘Why’).

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/page/results/?sqf=/2:TECENG;TECENG004/&q=AND%20nex_rights_code:(GB)
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IGI Global

BuilDinG sMARt AnD secuRe enViRonMents 
tHRouGH tHe Fusion oF ViRtuAl ReAlitY, 
AuGMenteD ReAlitY, AnD tHe iot
Edited by Nadesh RK, Shynu PG & Chiranji Lal Chowdhary
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799831846 Paperback £173.00 / €200.00
9781799831839 Hardback £230.00 / €265.00

Presents research on integrating a digital environment in professional 
settings through IoT design and virtual reality. While highlighting topics 
such as sensor networks, deep learning techniques, and knowledge 
management, this publication explores developing methods of smart 
security as well as protocol support in IoT devices.

coViD-19 iMpAct on tHe cRYptocuRRencY 
MARKet AnD tHe DiGitAl econoMY
Edited by Nadia Mansour & Salha Ben Salem
Oct 2021 300pp
9781799891178 Hardback £211.00 / €243.00

Explores the digital ecosystem through a historical, sociological, political, 
and economic approach. 

espoRts ReseARcH AnD its inteGRAtion 
in eDucAtion
Edited by Miles M. Harvey & Rick Marlatt
Aug 2021 305pp
9781799870708 Paperback £141.00 / €162.00
9781799870692 Hardback £183.00 / €211.00

Covers empirical studies that help practitioners to understand 
how esports is developing within and around learning institutions 
and what the impact may be on students and their contemporary 
educational experiences.

HAnDBooK oF ReseARcH 
on pAtHWAYs AnD 
oppoRtunities into tHe 
Business oF espoRts
Edited by Sharon Andrews &  
Caroline M Crawford
Aug 2021 473pp
9781799873006 Hardback  
£324.00 / €372.00

Addresses the intersection of esports 
gaming and the business and industry 
of esports, rather than an exploration 
of the video games themselves. It 
is the supporting and intersecting 
industry driven by esports and the 
vast opportunities this brings that are 
the foci of this book.

HuMAn FActoRs issues AnD tHe iMpAct oF 
tecHnoloGY on societY
Edited by Heather Lum
Jul 2021 333pp
9781799864547 Paperback £141.00 / €162.00
9781799864530 Hardback £183.00 / €211.00

Examines the role of technology on society with a specific focus on 
human factors issues and how they are associated with and related to 
technology use in society. 

tHe stRAteGies oF inFoRMinG tecHnoloGY  
in tHe 21st centuRY
Andrew Targowski
Sep 2021 420pp
9781799880370 Paperback £155.00 / €178.00
9781799880363 Hardback £202.00 / €232.00

Develops a strategic attitude in developing and operating IT applications 
based on the requirements of sustainable civilization and ethical and 
wise applications of technology in society. 

McFarland

BeinG DRAGonBoRn
critical essays on The Elder 
Scrolls V: Skyrim
Edited by Mike Piero &  
Marc A. Ouellette
Jul 2021 231pp
9781476677842 Paperback  
£37.95 / €44.00

Studies in Gaming
Presents essays that show how 
playing Skyrim, in many ways, is akin 
to ’playing’ 21st century America 
with its various crises, conflicts, 
divisions, and inequalities. Topics 
covered include racial inequality 
and white supremacy, gender 

construction and misogyny, the politics of modding, rhetorics of 
gameplay, and narrative features.

tHe MinDs BeHinD 
plAYstAtion GAMes
interviews with creators 
and Developers
Patrick Hickey, Jr.
Apr 2022 277pp
9781476685076 Paperback  
£37.95 / €44.00

Studies in Gaming
Featuring interviews with the 
creators of 43 popular video games, 
including Spyro the Dragon, Syphon 
Filter, NFL GameDay 98 and Final 
Fantasy VII, this book gives a 
behind‑the‑scenes look at some of 
the most influential (and sometimes 
forgotten) titles of the original 
PlayStation era.  
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tHe poDcAst HAnDBooK
create it, Market it, Make it Great
Jacqueline N. Parke
Jan 2022 277pp 
9781476681931 Paperback £28.50 / €33.00

Offers a comprehensive and educational overview of the burgeoning 
podcast industry. This book takes a deep dive into this new media 
platform, covering the history of podcasting from its roots in radio; the 
variety of genres, topics, and styles of today’s podcasts (both individual 
and corporate); and the steps required to build your own podcast.

so You’Ve lAnDeD in A 
FAntAsY WoRlD
How to survive and thrive
Josiah Lebowitz
Jan 2022 277pp, 40 photos
9781476685274 Paperback  
£28.50 / €33.00

Analyses the accounts of numerous 
heroes who have traveled to magical 
lands and returned to tell the tale in 
order to create the definitive guide to 
survival and success no matter where 
in the fantasyverse your adventures 
may take you.

sWipe RiGHt on Me
self-Advertisement and the Many Forms of 
Modern Romance
Pamela Anne Quiroz
Feb 2022 277pp
9780786470419 Paperback £37.95 / €44.00

Explores personal advertising in print and digital media, as well as online 
dating services, speed dating, the use of mobile dating apps and other 
topics. 

A WoRlDBuilDeR’s GuiDe to MAGic
essentials for Writers, Game Developers and 
Dungeon Masters
Brent A. Stypczynski
Nov 2021 277pp
9781476686837 Paperback £28.50 / €33.00

To help inspire writers, this guide provides an overview of how magic 
has been understood in history and used in myth, legend and modern 
fiction. Different forms of magic are explored and a broad range of 
stories are described and referenced. Discussion explores how magic as a 
concept shapes, and is shaped by, fictional worlds and societies.

University of Michigan Press

A tuMBlR BooK
platform and cultures
Allison McCracken et al
Oct 2021 404pp
9780472074563 Hardback £48.50 / €57.00

Takes an extensive look at the many different types of users and cultures 
that comprise the popular social media platform Tumblr. 

Now Publishers

seARcH AnD DiscoVeRY in peRsonAl 
eMAil collections
Michael Bendersky et al
Jul 2021 148pp
9781680838381 Paperback £76.95 / €89.00

Foundations and Trends® in Information Retrieval
Provides both historical background and a comprehensive overview 
of the recent advances in the field. In particular, the authors lay out 
all the components needed in the design of a privacy‑centric email 
search engine.

Plunkett Research, Ltd.

plunKett’s GAMes, Apps 
& sociAl MeDiA inDustRY 
AlMAnAc 2022
the only complete Guide 
to the Business of Games, 
Applications and social Media
Jack W. Plunkett
Aug 2021 308pp
9781628316131 Paperback  
£310.00 / €340.00

This carefully‑researched book 
is a complete market research 
and business intelligence tool‑‑
everything you need to know about 
the business of games, apps and 
social media.

Stylus Publishing

sociAl MeDiA FoR ActiVe leARninG
engaging students in Meaningful networked 
Knowledge Activities
Vanessa Dennen
Dec 2022 165pp
9781620366332 Paperback £31.50 / €35.00
9781620366325 Hardback £137.00 / €157.00

Harnessing the power and harvesting the breadth of social media tools 
and networks for formal learning purposes can be challenging. This book 
helps instructors approach social media integration in an organised and 
well planned fashion, with tips to help both complete novices and social 
media mavens succeed.

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/page/results/?sqf=/2:TECENG;TECENG004/&q=AND%20nex_rights_code:(GB)
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IGI Global

App AnD WeBsite 
AccessiBilitY 
DeVelopMents AnD 
coMpliAnce stRAteGies
Edited by Yakup Akgul
Sep 2021 322pp
9781799878490 Paperback  
£159.00 / €184.00
9781799878483 Hardback  
£211.00 / €243.00

Provides theoretical and practical 
contributions for the accessibility 
of websites for both disabled and 
nondisabled individuals. 

selectiVe eXposuRe AnD 
tHe AGenDA-settinG 
Function oF tHe 
MAss MeDiA
emerging Research 
and opportunities
Justin W. Holmes
Oct 2021 140pp
9781522555384 Hardback  
£136.00 / €157.00

Provides information on the 
selective nature of media consumers 
in the modern age of information. 
While focusing on the rise in the 
sheer amount of information 

available and the choice and variety among viewers that this enables, 
readers will learn how the fragmented nature of modern mass media 
impacts consumer views on trending topics.

Kendall Hunt Publishing Company

DRones
training and Applications to Digital imaging, third edition
Jay Seidel
Oct 2021 277pp
9781792475474 Paperback £79.50 / €91.00

From infrastructure inspection and crop maintenance to 
cinematography and package delivery, drones are being used 
worldwide and in a variety of fields. This book takes a comprehensive 
approach to effectively train individuals on the use of drones for 
tomorrow’s professions.

Mercury Learning and Information

HiGHliGHt  
coMputeR GRApHics 
pRoGRAMMinG in 
openGl WitH JAVA
third edition
V. Scott Gordon & John Clevenger
Nov 2021 516pp
9781683927365 Hardback + disc  
£72.95 / €85.00

Provides step‑by‑step 
instructions on modern 3D 
graphics shader programming 
in OpenGL with Java, along with 
its theoretical foundations. It is 
appropriate both for computer 
science graphics courses, and 
for professionals interested in 

mastering 3D graphics skills. It has been designed in a full colour, 
“teach‑yourself” format with numerous examples that the reader can 
run just as presented. 

River Publishers

JpeG seRies
K.R. Rao, Humberto Ochoa Domínguez 
& Shreyanka Subbarayappa
Sep 2021 277pp
9788770225939 Hardback  
£84.95 / €98.50

Covers the descriptions of the JPEG 
standards and gives the reader an 
overview of the latest advances 
in the standards of the Joint 
Photographic Experts Group.

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/computer-graphics-programming-in-opengl-with-java/?k=9781683927365
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/computer-graphics-programming-in-opengl-with-java/?k=9781683927365
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/computer-graphics-programming-in-opengl-with-java/?k=9781683927365
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/computer-graphics-programming-in-opengl-with-java/?k=9781683927365
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Arcler Press

eBooK AVAilABle  
FunDAMentAls oF WeB tecHnoloGY
Anil Kumar Yadav & Vinod Kumar Yadav
Dec 2021 277pp
9781774691892 Hardback £155.00 / €178.00

Provides students and web developers with an understandable 
introduction to the web programming and scripting languages used to 
create web sites and web applications.

Brookings Institution Press

HiGHliGHt  
tuRninG point
policymaking in the era of 
Artificial intelligence
Darrell M. West & John R. Allen
Oct 2021 297pp
9780815739500 Paperback  
£16.50 / €19.00

Despite its current and potential 
benefits, AI is little understood 
by the larger public and widely 
feared. The rapid growth 
of artificial intelligence has 
given rise to concerns that 
hidden technology will create 
a dystopian world of increased 
income inequality, a total lack 

of privacy, and perhaps a broad threat to humanity itself. Here, two 
experts discuss both the opportunities and risks posed by artificial 
intelligence, and how near‑term policy decisions could determine 
whether the technology leads to utopia or dystopia.

IGI Global

ApplieD etHics in A 
DiGitAl WoRlD
Edited by Ingrid Vasiliu Feltes &  
Jane Thomason
Mar 2022 325pp
9781799884682 Paperback  
£141.00 / €162.00
9781799884675 Hardback  
£183.00 / €211.00

Provides an analysis of the ethical 
questions raised by modern science, 
technological advancements, and 
the fourth industrial revolution, and 
explores how to harness the speed, 
accuracy, and power of emerging 
technologies in policy research and 
public engagement.

HAnDBooK oF ReseARcH on MitiGAtinG tHe 
cHAllenGes oF tHe inteRnet oF tHinGs
Edited by Marcel Ohanga Odhiambo & Weston Mwashita
Oct 2021 400pp
9781799893127 Hardback £249.00 / €286.00

Addresses the challenges faced in the rolling out of IoT technologies.

leGAl AnD etHicAl issues in 
inFoRMAtion MAnAGeMent
Edited by Peter Mazebe II Mothataesi Sebina et al
Oct 2021 320pp
9781799824237 Paperback £141.00 / €162.00
9781799824220 Hardback £183.00 / €211.00

Explores the legal and ethical issues, current and emerging, that 
affect information management with the reverse being the effect of 
information management on them. 

IK International Pvt. Ltd

WeB tecHnoloGY 
Madhu Chauhan & Kanika Bhalla
Oct 2021 372pp
9788194867678 Paperback  
£33.95 / €39.00

Offers hands‑on experience to 
students to build real‑world 
Web‑based applications, and to a 
wide variety of Web development 
tools such as HTML, CSS, JavaScript, 
XML.

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/page/results/?sqf=/2:TECENG;TECENG004/&q=AND%20nex_rights_code:(GB)
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/turning-point/?k=9780815739500
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/turning-point/?k=9780815739500
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/computer-graphics-programming-in-opengl-with-java/?k=9781683927365
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Plunkett Research, Ltd.

plunKett’s inteRnet oF 
tHinGs (iot) & DAtA 
AnAlYtics inDustRY 
AlMAnAc 2022
internet of things (iot) 
and Data Analytics 
industry Market Research, 
statistics, trends and 
leading companies
Jack W. Plunkett
Apr 2022 558pp
9781628315943 Paperback  
£310.00 / €340.00

A market research guide to the 
Internet of Things (IOT) and M2M 

industry. Includes statistical tables, trends analysis, and profiles of 
leading companies in all facets of IOT, both public and private, US 
and international.

West Academic 

coMputeR cRiMe lAW
Fifth edition
Orin S. Kerr
Dec 2021 961pp
9781647084790 Hardback  
£248.00 / €284.00

American Casebook Series
Covers every aspect of criminal law in 
the digital age, and is presented in an 
engaging and accessible style. Topics 
range from computer fraud laws 
and international computer crimes 
to Internet surveillance laws and the 
Fourth Amendment. 

West Academic Publishing

cYBeRsecuRitY lAW
Michael S. Mireles & Jack L. Hobaugh Jr.
Nov 2021 253pp
9781636590202 Paperback  
£61.50 / €70.00

Concise Hornbook Series
Provides a map for cybersecurity 
counselling based on an 
understanding of the Chief 
Information Security Officer’s 
technical cybersecurity issues 
and how they fit into today’s 
cybersecurity law challenges. 

West Academic Publishing

HiGHliGHt neW eDition oF BestselleR  
GloBAl inteRnet lAW 
in A nutsHell
Fifth edition
Michael L. Rustad
Sep 2021 669pp
9781636590868 Paperback  
£52.95 / €61.00

Nutshell Series
Presents a timely overview of 
legal issues that arise from the 
World Wide Web. Topics include 
Internet‑driven technologies 
such as Artificial Intelligence, 
Machine Learning Bitcoins, The 
Internet of Things, 3D Products 
Liability, and Driverless Cars. This 

edition also emphasizes the legal and policy issues arising out of 
social media.

West Academic Publishing

MAtHs FoR coMputeR scientists

IGI Global

MetHoDoloGies AnD 
ApplicAtions oF 
coMputAtionAl 
stAtistics FoR 
MAcHine intelliGence
Edited by Debabrata Samanta et al
Jul 2021 305pp
9781799877028 Paperback  
£173.00 / €200.00
9781799877011 Hardback  
£230.00 / €265.00

Provides a guide to the applications 
of new advances in computational 
statistics. This book focuses on core 
computational statistics that apply 
to all domains, and cover topics 
including artificial intelligence, deep 
learning, and trend analysis.

Mercury Learning and Information

DiscRete MAtHeMAtics WitH 
cRYptoGRApHic ApplicAtions
A self-teaching introduction
Alexander I. Kheyfits
Oct 2021 375pp
9781683927631 Hardback £64.95 / €75.00

Covers the discrete mathematics as it has been established after its 
emergence since the middle of the last century and its elementary 
applications to cryptography. The book can be used by anyone studying 
discrete mathematics, finite mathematics, and similar subjects. 

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/global-internet-law-in-a-nutshell/?k=9781636590868
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/global-internet-law-in-a-nutshell/?k=9781636590868
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/global-internet-law-in-a-nutshell/?k=9781636590868
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For further information, visit

River Publishers

ADVAnceD ApplicAtions 
oF coMputAtionAl  
MAtHeMAtics
Edited by Akshay Kumar, Mangey Ram 
& Hari Mohan Srivastava
Oct 2021 280pp
9788770226059 Hardback  
£84.95 / €98.50

River Publishers Series in 
Mathematical and Engineering 
Sciences
Covers multidisciplinary studies 
containing advanced research in 
the field of computational and 
applied mathematics

eleMentARY 
clusteR AnAlYsis
Four Basic Methods that 
(usually) Work
James C. Bezdek
Oct 2021 550pp
9788770224253 Hardback  
£94.50 / €110.00

River Publishers Series in 
Mathematical and Engineering 
Sciences
Cluster analysis is a vast topic. The 
overall picture in clustering is quite 
overwhelming, so any attempt to 
swim at the deep end of the pool 

in even a very specialized subfield requires a lot of training. But we all 
start out at the shallow end, and this book is aimed squarely at teaching 
toddlers not to be afraid of the water.

SIAM ‑ Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics

ApplieD nuMeRicAl 
lineAR AlGeBRA 
William W. Hager
Nov 2021 424pp
9781611976854 Paperback  
£83.95 / €96.00

Classics in Applied Mathematics, 
Vol. 87
Introduces students to numerical 
issues that arise in linear algebra 
and its applications. A wide 
range of techniques are touched 
on, including direct to iterative 
methods, orthogonal factorizations, 
least squares, eigenproblems, and 
nonlinear equations.

intRoDuction to  
nuMeRicAl 
lineAR AlGeBRA
Christoph Borgers
Jan 2022 277pp
9781611976915 Paperback  
£74.50 / €86.00

Fit for students just starting to build 
a background in mathematics, this 
textbook provides an introduction 
to numerical methods for linear 
algebra problems.

iteRAtiVe MetHoDs AnD 
pReconDitioneRs FoR 
sYsteMs oF lineAR   
eQuAtions
Gabriele Ciaramella & Martin J. Gander
Jan 2022 271pp
9781611976892 Paperback  
£74.50 / €86.00

Fundamentals of Algorithms, Vol. 19
Iterative methods use successive 
approximations to obtain more 
accurate solutions. Iterative Methods 
and Preconditioners for Systems of 
Linear Equations presents historical 
background, derives complete 

convergence estimates for all methods, illustrates and provides Matlab 
codes for all methods, and studies and tests all preconditioners first as 
stationary iterative solvers.

lectuRes on stocHAstic  
pRoGRAMMinG
Modeling and theory, 
third edition
Alexander Shapiro, Darinka Dentcheva 
& Andrzej Ruszczski
Oct 2021 527pp
9781611976588 Hardback  
£97.95 / €113.00

MOS-SIAM Series on Optimization, 
Vol. 28
Covers optimization problems 
involving uncertain parameters 
for which stochastic models are 
available. These problems occur 
in almost all areas of science 
and engineering.

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/page/results/?sqf=/2:TECENG;TECENG004/&q=AND%20nex_rights_code:(GB)
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MAtRiX AnAlYsis AnD 
coMputAtions 
Zhong-Zhi Bai & Jian-Yu Pan
Oct 2021 484pp
9781611976625 Paperback  
£93.50 / €107.00

Introduces the basics of matrix 
analysis and presents representative 
methods and their corresponding 
theories in matrix computations.

HiGHliGHt  
MetHoDs in 
coMputAtionAl  
science
Johan Hoffman
Oct 2021 395pp
9781611976717 Paperback  
£83.95 / €96.00

Computational Science and 
Engineering, Vol. 24
Computational methods are an 
integral part of most scientific 
disciplines. This textbook 
introduces computational 
science through a set of methods 
and algorithms with the aim of 
familiarizing the reader with the 

field’s theoretical foundations and providing the practical skills to use 
and develop computational methods.

HiGHliGHt  
nuMeRicAl lineAR 
AlGeBRA WitH JuliA
Eric Darve &  
Mary Wootters
Oct 2021 277pp
9781611976540 Paperback  
£83.95 / €96.00

Provides in‑depth coverage of 
fundamental topics in numerical 
linear algebra, including how 
to solve dense and sparse 
linear systems, compute QR 
factorizations, compute the 
eigendecomposition of a matrix, 
and solve linear systems using 
iterative methods such as 
conjugate gradient.

spARse polYnoMiAl 
AppRoXiMAtion oF 
HiGH-DiMensionAl  
Functions
Ben Adcock, Simone Brugiapaglia & 
Clayton G. Webster
Dec 2021 292pp
9781611976878 Paperback  
£79.50 / €91.00

Computational Science and 
Engineering, Vol. 25
Presents the first comprehensive 
and unified treatment of polynomial 
approximation techniques that can 
mitigate the curse of dimensionality 
in high‑dimensional approximation, 
including least squares and 
compressed sensing. 

opeRAtinG sYsteMs 

Paradigm Education Solutions

GettinG stARteD WitH 
WinDoWs® 10 AnD 
MicRosoFt® eDGe
2020 edition
Faithe Wempen & Lisa A. Bucki
Mar 2021 120pp 
9781792436536 Paperback  
£39.95 / €46.00
9781792436581 Ebook (access code 
via email) 
£100.00 / €112.00
9781792436611 Paperback Text + 
Ebook (access code via mail) 
£119.00 / €132.00

Uses a simple, visual approach to 
teach students the essentials of the 
operating system and web browser. 

To become proficient users at school and in the workplace, students 
must understand the new features and functionalities of Windows 10.

MicRosoFt® outlooK 365 
2019 edition
Denise Seguin
Mar 2021 160pp
9780763895181 Paperback Text + Ebook (access code via mail)  
£119.00 / €132.00
9780763895167 Ebook (access code via email) £100.00 / €112.00

Offers an interactive, read‑and‑do approach to learning to manage four 
main Outlook components: Email, Calendar, People, and Tasks. This 
courseware helps students build information management skills along 
with confidence using Outlook, and review and assessment activities at 
the end of each chapter ensure they master the chapter topics.

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/methods-in-computational-science/?k=9781611976717
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/methods-in-computational-science/?k=9781611976717
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/methods-in-computational-science/?k=9781611976717
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/methods-in-computational-science/?k=9781611976717
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/numerical-linear-algebra-with-julia/?k=9781611976540
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/numerical-linear-algebra-with-julia/?k=9781611976540
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/numerical-linear-algebra-with-julia/?k=9781611976540
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